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Nitrobacter in Mammoth Cave

by
C. B. FLIERMANS'

and E. L. SCHMIDP'

INTRODUCTION
Mammoth Cave, a large natural limestone cavern formed 20 to 30 million
years ago in rocks laid down during the Mississippian Period, lies in westcentral Kentucky and borders on the western coal basin and the Mississippian
Plateau. Historically, over 1800 tons of nitrate sediments were mined from
Mammoth Cave prior to and during the War of 1812, and were subsequently
processed for gunpowder. The extensiveness of the operation is substantiated
by the large number of mining archeological artifacts that remain in the cave
(Faust, 1967).
Although the mechanism of saltpetre formation, CaNO], in cave ecosystems
is unknown, various hypotheses have been suggested for saltpetre formation.
Brown (1809) suggested that nitrates are leached into the cave sediments
through drainage water since high concentrations of nitrates are sometimes
found in cavernous sandstone rock. Priestley (1809) on the other hand suggested that weak nitrous acid produced in the atmosphere resulted in the deposition of saltpetre. Generally, it is thought that nitrate deposits in caves are
formed by the degradation of bat guano (Clark, 1924); Hess (1900) reported,
however, that deposits of nitrate extended over five miles into the cave, and
such distances are not usually traversed by bats. Faust (1967) suggested that
saltpetre formation was mediated by free-living (non-symbiotic)
nitrogen
fixing bacteria capable of fixing atmospheric nitrogen and using carbon dioxide as the sole energy source with the concomitant formation of CaNO].
Yet, such an organism has never been reported nor isolated. Thus, the mode
of formation of such large saltepetre deposits within Mammoth Cave and the
role of bacteria in their formation remains unclear.
Cave ecosystems provide the microbial ecologist with a selective natural
• Savannah River Laboratory, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co., Inc., Aiken, S. C. 29801, USA .
•• Department of Microbiology, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn. 55101, USA.
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habitat in which to work. The environment for microbial growth is both extreme and constant in that the bacteria experience no light (in the non-tourist
areas of the caves), constant temperatures, low nutrient levels, and a habitant
whose pH is well buffered circumneutraI.
Such conditions provide selective
pressures for the growth and proliferation of certain bacteria.
There are two basic approaches for studying bacteria in a natural ecosystem
such as Mammoth Cave: the direct approach, which relies on viewing and
recognizing bacteria in their natural habitat without enriching or culturing
the bacterium on artificial media; secondly, the indirect approach, which removes the bacterium from its natural habitat and relies on the detection of
the microbe or a microbial product in order to establish the presence of a given
bacterium.
Isolated studies (Caumartin, 1963 and Gounot, 1967) have described indirect
enrichment techniques for culturing organisms from cave sediments. Such
techniques depend on observing the growth of the organisms after they are
removed from their natural habitat and subjected to conditions dissimilar to
those found in situ. Estimates of bacterial types and population densities by
indirect procedures, Le. plate counts, dilution plating, or most probable number analyses, may not reflect the bacteria present in the habitat (Wiebe, 1971).
The indirect approach is limited by the fact that any single medium is not capable of supporting the growth of all bacterial types, thus certain bacteria will
not be isolated, cultured and/ or identified. On the other hand, the use of a wide
variety of media and growth conditions is impractical and duplication of bacteria occurs. Additionally, separation of single bacterial colonies is often difficult, due to either the failure to separate single cells initially or the overgrowth
of slower growing organisms. Since population estimates are based on visualization of colonies, the number of colonies on a given petri dish must be statistically numerous, yet not so large that crowding and overlapping occurs.
Moreover, the development of colonies is a function in part of growth temperature, incubation time, and nutrient levels.
Direct procedures depend on the recognition of the bacterium of choice in
its natural habitat without supplimental enrichment and growth. Such recognition is often very "difficult, since most bacteria are not morphologically distinct. The development of the direct fluorescent antibody technique (Bohlool
and Schmidt, 1968) and the implementation of the technique in natural ecosystems (Fliermans et aI., 1974) has greatly expanded the field of microbial
ecology and has made the direct approach to bacterial identification and
quantification in various ecosystems possible. The fluorescent antibody technique has been described in detail elsewhere (Schmidt, 1973; Fliermans et aI.,
1974) and will only be outlined here.
The FA technique is derived from the high degree of specificity which occurs
in an antigen-antibody reaction. A particular bacterium of interest (in this research, Nitrobacter agilis or N. winogradskyl) is isolated into pure cultures,
cultivated, and used as the antigen for the preparation of specific antisera in
rabbits. After a series of intravenous injections, specific antibodies against the
injected antigen are produced. Antisera are then removed from the rabbit by
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cardiac puncture and the globulins containing the active antibodies are separated then purified by ammonium sulfate precipitation. These antibodies are
conjugated to a fluorochrome dye, usually fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC),
'to form the fluorescent antibody (FA), is then used as a stain for samples taken
from the natural environment. The bacterium of interest, if present in the
sample, forms a specific antigen-fluorescent
antibody complex which can be
visualized by fluorescent microscopy. Such a technique is specific for the homologous system and highly sensitive, since as little as 10 -IS g of FITC on a
bacterium can be detected (Goldman and Carver, 1961).
We chose to use this direct fluorescent antibody technique to study the presence, distribution and population densities of the chemautotrophic nitrifiers,
Ni/robacter agilis and Nitrobarter winogradskyi. in Mammoth Cave and other
saltpetre caves in the southeastern United States. Recent studies (Fliermans
et aI., 1974) demonstrated
that fluorescent antibodies for Ni/robacter were
species specific and could be used to evaluate the presence of these organisms
in saltpetre caves.

MATERIALS

AND METHODS

Cultures. All cultures were maintained as described by Fliermans et aI., 1974.
New isolates of nitrifying bacteria were obtained from cave sediments through
a series of selective enrichments and final isolates were picked from streak
plates (Schmidt, 1973). Since Ni/robarter spp. are considered to be strict
chemoautotrophs, unable to grow on organic compounds, all cultures were
routinely checked using five different heterotrophic
media for purity. The
absence of Nitrobar/er growth in these five media (Clark and Schmidt, 1967)
and uniformity of organisms observed under light microscopy were confirmation of cultural purity.
Sampling. Cave sediment samples were aseptically taken with either an alcohol
flamed spatula or soil corer, immediately placed in sterile Whirl Pak bags
(NASCa),
and returned to the laboratory for processing. All samples were
processed within 24 hours of sampling.
Chimiral Analysis. Each sediment sample was measured for pH, % moisture,
nitrite and nitrate concentrations. Sediment moisture was determined gravimetrically by placing cave sediment samples into tared 35 mm metal screwcapped film cans directly in the field. In the laboratory the samples were
weighed and dried to a constant weight at 110°C with the lids loose. The
samples were then placed in a dessicator for temperature equilibration and
reweighed. The amount of water lost was expressed as a percentage of the
sediment sample. Sediment pH values were measured on a I: I w/v slurry with
distilled water using an Orion portable pH meter with a combination electrode.
Qualitative spot tests for nitrate and/ or nitrite were taken extensively
throughout the cave ecosystem, using diphenylamine in. concentrated sulfuric
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acid (Pramer and Schmidt, 1964). Sediment samples were extracted with distilled water and filtered in the field using a filter holder (Swinnex-25, Millipore
Corp.) and a 0.451' membrane filter. Three drops of the filtrate were placed in
white porcelain plates and an equal amount of reagent added. A complex between the diphenylamine and the nitrate or nitrite resulted in a deep blue color,
indicating the presence of NO,- or NO,-.
Nitrites were measured quantitatively using the colorimetric procedure of
Shinn (1941). Nitrates and nitrites from 50 g of cave sediment were extracted
with 250 ml of 0.015M CaSO,. The supernatant was filtered through a Whatman No. 42 filter and nitrite levels determined. Nitrate analyses were performed by passing the filtrate through a cadmium reduction column, measuring the nitrite concentration calorimetrically, and calculating the nitrate concentration by difference (Strickland and Parsons, 1968). The efficiency of
nitrate reduction was 93-97%.

Leaching Studies. Composite samples each containing 300 g of Mammoth
Cave sediments from thirty sites were placed in two chromatographic columns
(40 x 600 mm) and leached free of detectable nitrates and nitrites with 400 ml
filter sterilized distilled water. Leachate was collected aseptically in 50 ml aliquots and measured qualitatively for the removal of nitrates and nitrites. Total
bacterial and Nitrohacter population densities in the soil column and in the
leachate were measured by direct microscopy (Fliermans and Schmidt, 1975)
and immunofluorescence
(Fliermans et aI., 1974), respectively.
.
RESULTS
Samples were taken from areas indicated by an "x" on the surveyed passages
shown in Figure I. Although the Mammoth Cave system contains more than
248 km of passageways, samples were taken from 55 km of passages, of which
less than 10% were accessible to tourist. Samples were collected from areas
within the passages where public influence was deemed negligible, i.e., ceilings,
walls, crevasses, etc. Sampling was concentrated in the Rotunda and Booth's
Amphitheater areas since archeological evidence indicates that extensive saltpetre mining took place in these areas. A more specific description of some of
the sampling sites within Mammoth Cave along with chemical data of pH,
NO,-, NO,- and percent moisture, are shown in Table I. Values for pH ranged
from 5.95 to 8.99 with a mean of 7.94. This is as expected since the cave is
formed in a limestone region where the buffering capacity of the parent material is high. Nitrite levels were generally less than 0.2 ppm NO,- -N but did
occur as high as 19.5 ppm. On the other hand nitrate levels were high, ranging
from I to 660 ppm NO,- -N with a mean of223 ppm. Samples of water coming
into the cave were always low in nitrates having less than 5 ppm, while soil
samples above the cave were always less than 25 ppm NO,- -N. Moisture content of the sediment samples was low, except for samples taken where water
was actively moving into the cave such as at Side Saddle Pit and Richardson's
Spring. Sediment moisture levels ranged from l.l to 28.6% with a mean of
8.2%. The highest moisture levels occurred in the deepest part of the cave
nearest the ground water, while lower moisture levels were generally observed
in the upper passages.
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Fig. I. Samples taken from areas designated by an "x" within passageways of Mammoth Cave.
Only general sample locations are marked.

Table I. Specific chemical and physical parameters
Sample
114-1
114-2
114-3
114-4
114-5
115-1
115-2
115-3
115-4
115-5
115-6
115-7
116-1
116-2
116-3
116-4
116-5
116-6
116-7
117-1
117-2

of samples taken from a variety of habitats

Description
Surface sample from 1st saltpetre vats in Rotunda
Subsurface sample (5 em); 1st saltpetre vats in Rotunda
Subsurface sample (20 em); 1st saltpetre bed gray
powder material
Adjacent 1st saltpetre vat in Rotunda; surface sample
Fine silt from 2nd saltpetre vat in Rotunda; from
leaching trough
Scrapings from collecting trough 2nd saltpetre bed;
Rotunda
Silt from final holding tank; Rotunda
Base of wall beyond Rotunda
Scrapings off wall 2M above 115-3
East of Rotunda; surface sample 3M off trail near
"Old Trail"
East of Rotunda; base of wall near "Old Trail"
Scrapings from wall above "Methodist Church"
Silt from top of "Pulpit Rock"
Sample across from 2nd set of leaching vats
Sample from reddish bank across from 2nd set of
saltpetre vats
Surface sample between 2nd set of leaching vats
Final leaching troughs; second set of leaching vats
Scrapings from wall at "Boones Rock"
Sample below vats at "Booth's Amphitheatre"
Sample behind last leaching vat at "Booth's Amphitheatre"
Scrapings from side of ledge across from bleachers
at "Gothic Avenue"

pH

% Moisture

in Mammoth

Cave.

NO,-

NO,-

7.40
7.43

7.64
7.73

19.5
3.5

80
260

7.89
7.08

5.51
N.D.

<0.2
<0.2

I
190

7.52

5.26

<0.2

390

7.99
7.60
7.14
6.88

N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
6.90

17.5
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2

115
275
275
420

5.95
7.86
7.42
7.86
7.37

6.65
7.73
9.05
N.D.
10.3

<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2

410
470
490
440
455

a-
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m
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z
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r
n
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0

...,
7.52
7.42
7.63
7.14
7.46

8.31
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
5.31

<0.2
<0.2
15.5
<0.2
4

660
140
320
500
245

6.54

N.D.

<0.2

455

7.45

12.4

<0.2

510

-

~
117-3
117-4
117-5
117-7
117-8
117-9
118-2
118-3
118-4
118-6
118-8
118-9
119-2
119-3
119-4
119-5
119-6
119-7
120-1
120-2
121-1
121-2
121-3
121-4
121-5
121-6

Sample behind bleachers at "Gothic Avenue"
Beneath ledge close to opening into main part of the

7.19

cave at "Gothic Avenue"

7.28
7.52
7.53
6.90
6.79
8.05
8.15
7.98
7.67
8.12
8.27
7.27
7.78
7.23
8.35
7.85
7.09
7.64
8.99

Sample from floor of "Gothic Avenue"
"Standing Rock," often used for excretory purposes
Sample adjacent to old cart near "Standing Rock"
Sample from under ledge at "Acute Angle"
Sample from ledge inside "Acute Angle"
Sample near ceiling I m fron: gate at "Acute Angle"
Sample from floor at base of gate at "Acute Angle"
Sample from baseboard around the 1st "T. B. Hut"
Sample from ledge at "Star Chamber"
Sample between first two "T. B. Huts"
Sample near "hoe marks" in "Cyclops Avenue"

Sample from ledge in "Cyclops Avenue"
Sample I m above 119-3
Ceiling scrapings from "Backslider"
Sample from sediment wall in "Backslider" (0-2 mm)
Same as 119-6 (2 mm-50 mm)
Sample from floor of "Backslider" near 119-6
Sample from ceHing at "Backslider"
Sample from ledge in back passageway of "Wooden
Bowl Room"
Same area as 121-1
Sample from above plaque "Wooden Bowl Room"
Sample on side wall of "Wooden Bowl Room"
Sample near entrance to "Wooden Bowl Room"
Sample 50 m beyond stairway below "Wooden Bowl
Room"

121-9
121-10
122-1

Water sample from "Richardson's Spring"
Sample near "Richardson's Spring"
Sample of reddish deposit near 2 fluorescent lights
near "Blind Fish Aquarium"

//

4.45

<0.2

140

N.D.

<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2

142
490
455
120
450
150
290
215
455
450
425
50
160
200
14
38
14
20
80

7.61
7.83
2.85
7.65

N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
7.81
11.6

N.D.
4.18
7.91
6.00

N.D.
15.9
12.0
11.6
7.29

z
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z
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3:
3:
0
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:t
r")

<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2

120
145
120
285
420

28.10

<0.2
<0.2
<0.2

30
1.5
26

10.4

<0.2

16

7.28
7.51
7.91
7.38
7.40

N.D.

8.54
7.95
8.34

4.26

7.78

4.04
6.52
6.34
11.2

>
<

'"

Sample
122.2
1224
122.5
122.6
122.8
123.1
123.2
123.3
1234
123.5
123-6
123-7
123.8
123.9
124-1
124.2
124-3
1244
124-5
124-6
124-7
124.8
125.1
125.2
125.3
1254
125.5
125-6
125.7
125.8

Description
Sample on ledge near "Blind Fish Aquarium"
Water sample from drippings at "Sidesaddle Pit"
Sample across from "Sidesaddle Pit"
Sample across dome cavity at "Sidesaddle Pit"
Sample near floor at "College Heights Avenue"
Same as 122.8; reddish clay
Same area as 122.8; powdery sample
Sample under ledge in "College Heights Avenue"
Same as 123.3; much limestone
Sample at "Flat Ceiling" behind fluorescent light
Sample by rail at "Lover's Leap Canyon"
Sample below "Lover's Leap Canyon Trail"
Sample between "Flat Ceiling" and "Fairy Ceiling"
Sample from ledge 100 m beyond "Star Chamber"
Sample 100.m from 123-9
Sample 100 m from 124.1
Same area as 124.2;.gravel sample
Sample 100 m from 124.3
Sample 100 m from 124-4
Same area as 124.5; other side of troil
Sample 100 m beyond 124-6
Sample 100 m beyond 124-7
Sample 100 m beyond 124-8
Sample 100 m beyond 124-9
Sample near "Cataract Falls"
Sample beyond waterfall at "Cataract Falls"
Sample 100 m beyond 125.4
Sample 100 m beyond 125.5
Sample 100 m beyond 125.6
Same area as 125.7

pH

% Moisture

7.70
7.50
7.74
7.95
7.05
7.88
8.07
8.13
7.72
7.71
7.83
8.20
7.65
7.08
8.07
7.80
8.81
7.64
8.13
8.16
7.89
7.62
7.76
7.90
7.53
7.65
7.40
7.09
7.52
7.91

12.6
28.6
27.8
18.6
24.8
9.6
1.43
4.14
50.02
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
10.8
4.76
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
5.37
N.D.
2.85
2.38
7.86
N.D.
3.93
3.75
4.18
7.28
8.19
4.46

NO,-

NO,-

<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2

100
2.0
4
5
6
70
10
10
13
220
240
90
12.5
460
500
120
93
290
250
10
310
405
430
180
330
410
300
356
450
410

00
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m
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z
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1"

r
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'"
:I:
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//
126-1
126-2
126-3
126-5
126-6
126-7
126-8
126-9
127-1
127-2
127-3
127-4
127-5
128-1
129-1
130-1
131-1
132-1
133-1
133-2
133-3
134-1
135-1

Sample 30 m beyond 125-8
Sample 150 m beyond 126-1; at "Chief City"
Sample 100 m beyond 126-2
Sample 100 m beyond 126-3
Sample above "Hains Dowe"
Sample 100 m beyond 126-6
Sample 100 m beyond 126-7
Sample 100 m beyond 126-8; rocky sandy sample
Sample 100 m beyond 126-9
Sample 100 m beyond 127-1
Sample 100 m beyond 127-2
Sample 100 m beyond 127-3; base of wall
Same area as 127-4
Surface soil sample from "Backslider"
Surface soil sample from "Backslider"
Surface soil sample from "Backslider"
Surface soil sample from "Backslider"
Surface soil sample from "Backslider"
Sample from wall profile (0-5 cm) at "Backslider";
heavy clay
Same as 133-1; 5-10 cm; heavy clay
Same as 133-1; 10-15 cm; heavy clay
Same as 133-1; 20-25 cm; sandy
Same as 133-1; 25-30 cm, base of profile; sandy

(I) N.D. = Not Determined

Average NO~: 222.8 ppm
. range: I to
NO;: range: <0.2
Average moisture: 8.21 %
range: 1.13
Average pH: 7.94
range: 5.95

7.71
7.55
7.83
7.71
6.71
7.52
7.45
7.70
8.05
7.13
7.81
8.03
8.88
7.71
7.09
7.61
7.90
7.74

8.16
3.32
2.48
5.11
9.68
4.13
4.76
1.60
5.00
9.82
7.0
7.93
7.63
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.

<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2

440
460
410
460
290
440
150
405
350
210
50
10
115
140
27
32
260
21

7.72
7.61
7.76
7.68
6.95

14.9
16.7
16.1
5.71
1.13

<0.2
<0.2
2
<0.2
<0.2

40

660 ppm
to 19.5 ppm
to 28.6%
to 8.99

29
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19
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Fig. 2. Nitrobacter in Mammoth Cave sediments as stained by species specific fluorescent antibodies. Scale bar is 5 nm.

Since the fluorescent antibodies were species specific, the distribution of
N. agilis and N. winogradskyi in the Mammoth Cave ecosystem were determined. The staining characteristics of Nitrobacter in Mammoth Cave sediments are shown in Figure 2. This black and white photomicrograph
shows
Nilrobacler as white cells, while in color photographs the cells would appear
yellowish-green. The data in Table II indicate that 85% of the Nilrobacler
population in Mammoth Cave was N. agilis. On the other h~nd, pure culture
isolates obtained from a variety of agricultural soils were always N. winogradskyi. while only N. agilis was isolated from Mammoth Cave sediments
(Table III).
The data summarizing nitrate concentrations and moisture content of the
cave sediment samples are plotted with respect to Nilrobacler population
densities in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. These data indicate that no strong
correlation exists between the populations of Nitrobacter and either nitrate
concentrations or sediment moisture. Nitrobacter densities in the cave sediments averaged 6.2 x 10' cells per gram of sediment, while soil samples taken
above Mammoth Cave under a forest canopy had less than 103 Nilrobacler
per gram of soil (Fliermans, unpublished data).
In order to determine if the presence of Nitrobacter, as observed in Mam-
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Table 2. Population densities and species composition
nitrifiers in Mammoth Cave sediments.

Sample

\

115-2
118-3
127-2
133-1
123-1
117-4
125-8
125-7
121-9
126-3
123-5
132-1
114-2
122-2
124-7
123-3
118-8
117-2
126-7
124-6
125-1
128-1
122-6
127-4
130-1
121-]
123-7
126-5
115-6
120-2
Average

Total Nitrobacter
per gram sediment
2.3 x
6.1 x
2.2 x
1.8 x
4.4 x
1.8 x
7.5 x
5.0 x
4.2 x
3.1 x
2.5 x
2.5 x
4.1 x
1.7 x
2.2 x
1.2 x
1.2 x
1.2 x
1.5 x
6.7 x
7.4 x
9.1 x
5.3 x
1.3 x
5.2 x
1.9 x
2.1 x
8.5 x
3.6 x
5.4 x
6.2 x
% of Total
Nitrobacter

10'
10'
103
]0'
10'
]0'
]0'
]0'
]0'
10'
]0'
]0'
]0'
]0'
]0'
]0'
10'
10'
10'
10'
106
10'
]0'
10'
10'
10'
10'
10'
10'
10'
10'

II
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of chemoautotrophic

;1'/ Field
N. agilis
16
37
18
19
35
II
63
22
24
13
15
14
17
9
8
6
17
6
10
300
48
60
290
2
32
6
14
67
27
25
41.0
84.5

N. winogradskyi
4
7
0
4
4
4
]0
20
13
14
8
3
17
4
6
3
2
4
3
39
2
15
15
10
I
10
2
0.3
0.2
2
7.55
15.5
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Table 3. Immunofluorescence specificity test with chemoautotrophic
isolated from various habitats.

Culture
Nitrobacter
Bearden I
Bearden 2
Glencoe I
Glencoe 2
Tara I
Tara 2
F-A
F-B
Iceland
133-2
128-1
125-8
115-4
123-1

130-1
122-6

Immunofluorescence
Reaction
N. agiUs-FA
N. winogradskyi-FA

Source
Minnesota Soil
Minnesota Soil
Minnesota Soil
Minnesota Soil
Minnesota Soil
Minnesota Soil
Moroccan Soil
Moroccan Soil
Iceland Soil
Mammoth
Cave,
Mammoth
Cave,
Mammoth
Cave,
Mammoth
Cave,
Mammoth
Cave,
Mammoth
Cave,
Mammoth
Cave,

nitrifiers

Ky.
Ky.
Ky.
Ky.
Ky.
Ky.
Ky.

Neg

3+

:t

4+

Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg

3+
3+
3+
3+

3+

Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg

4+
4+

4+
3-4+

4+
3+

3+

4+
4+

Absorbed Nitrobacter fluorescent antibodies were tested with pure cultures
of autotrophic nitrifiers from diverse environments.

moth Cave was a widespread phenomenon in other saltpetre caves. samples
were taken from 23 known saltpetre caves primarily in the southeastern United
States. As shown in Table IV all but two of the caves had Nitrobacter present
in sediment samples, as detected by immunofluorescence.
Leaching studies indicated that Nitrobacter populations in the cave sediments remained stable during the leaching process as compared to the change
in the total bacterial population (Table V). Sediment sample.s from thirty different sites within Mammoth Cave were compo sited into a single sample and
homogeneously mixed. Hydrometrical texture analyses of the pooled sample
indicated that the mixture was 64% sand, 19.8% silt and 16.2% clay. The composite sample was then placed in a chromatographic
column and continuously
leached until free of nitrates and nitrites, using 400 ml of filter sterilized distilled water. The effluent was aseptically collected in 50 ml aliquots and the
population densities of Nitrobacter and total bacteria were determined by
direct microscopy (Fliermans and Schmidt, 1975). Before leaching, the total
bacterial population, as measured directly with FITC staining, was 7.2 x 10'
bacterial g of sediment, and decreased by 57% to 4.1 x /0'/ g of sediment after
400 ml of filter sterilized distilled water had been passed through the sediment
column. On the other hand, Nitrohacter populations, as measured by immuno-
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Table 4. Presence of Nilrobacler
munofluorescence.
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spp. in saltpetre caves as determined

Cave

Location

Dan Boone Hut Cave
Breathing Cave
Minor Saltpetre Cave
Perry Saltpetre Cave
Lawson Saltpetre Cave
Big Boone Cave
Petre Cave
Crawford Cave
Ellison's Cave
Faust Saltpetre Cave
John Rogers Cave
Wind Cave
John Friends Saltpetre Cave
Me Bane Saltpetre Cave
Saltpetre Cave
Greenville Saltpetre Cave
Madison Cave
Cave Mountain Cave
Henshaw's Cave
Carter Caves
Dyers' Cave
Saltpetre Cave
Lobelia Saltpetre Cave

Bath Co., Ky.
Bath Co., Va.
Lee Co., Va.
Boutertate Co., Va.
Scott Co., Va.
Van Buren Co., Tenn.
Polaski Co., Ky
Randolph Co., W. Va.
Walker Co., Ga.
Wise Co., Va.
Jackson Co., Ky.
Wayne Co., Ky.
Garrett Co., Md.
Pulaski Co., Va.
'Buffalo River St. Park, Ark.
Logan Co., W. Va.
Madison Co., Va.
Grant Co., W. Va.
Warren Co., Tenn.
Carter Co., Ky.
Hardy Co., W. Va.
Mineral Co., W. Va.
Greenbriar Co., W. Va.

by im-

Nitrobacter

+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+

fluorescence, were initially 4.8 x 104/g of sediment and showed no significant
change to 5.2 x 100jg of sediment after leaching.

DISCUSSION
Although Mammoth Cave is a national park, it provides a unique speleological
ecosystem for microbiological studies, since the touristic impact is restricted
to about 10% of the known cave passages. Such an ecosystem is unique in that
weathering occurs at a reduced rate since natural elements of rain, wind, sunlight, erosion, freezing and thawing are removed from the habitat. Air temperature in the deeper parts of the cave is relatively stahle, fluctuating between
13.2 and 14.0° C with a mean of 13.6° C, while the relative himidity rarely drops
below 80% and is generally between 95 and 100% (Barr and Kuehne, 1971).
Light penetration into the cave is negligible and only where artificial lighting
provides a sourc"eof energy do photosynthetic organisms occur. These organ-
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Table 5:. EffeCt of leaching on the removal of Nilrobacler spp. and other bacteria from Mammoth Cave sediments.
Volume Leached
(ml)
50
100

33.0

150
200

5.0
6.4

250

7.7

350
400

8.5
6.3

Before Leaching
After Leaching
h

Microorganisms/
Total Bacteria'

Calculations
Calculations

Microscope

Field

Nitrobacter Spph
0.02
0.05
0.04
0.06
0.06
0.02
0.06

4.2

Microorganisms/ gm sediment
7.2 x 10'
4.8 X 10'
4.1 x 10'
5.2 X 10'
based on 10 microscope
based on 50 microscope

fields.
fields.

isms are primarily heterocystic filamentous
bluegreen algae and diatoms
(Fliermans, unpublished data). Moisture content of the cave sediments varied
substantially from one site to the next within the cave. Mammoth Cave has
five different passage levels with the lowest one being in contact with the
underground Echo River. In general, moisture levels are highest in the lower
region of the cave, although the majority to sediments contained less than 10%
moisture. Isolated packets of high sediment moisture was apparent where
seepage from natural springs arose.
The classical approach for the mining of saltpetre relied on the observation
of a varieiy of physical phenomena within the cave. Some of these observations
are consistent with the growth conditions required by the chemautotrophic
nitrifier, Nitrobacter. Faust (1967) described the following ecological phenomena which were generally observed in saltpetre formations:
J. Caves must contain alkaline sediments with a stable year-round temperature
of II-14°C.
2. Free flowing air circulation must occur and running water or flood waters
must not reach the saltpetre deposits.
3. Saltpetre sediments disturbed by running a sharp object through them became smooth in 2 to 5 days.
4. Sediments which were leached free of nitrates and subsequently returned
to the cave ecosystem would regenerate comparable levels of nitrate in 3 to
5 years.
5. Saltpetre deposits are generally found in areas low in organic matter.

Nitrobacter spp. have a pH range of 6.5 to 8.5 with an optimum for growth

/J
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between 7.5 and 8.0 (Watson, 1975), thus the slightly alkaline conditions of
Mammoth Cave sediments are close to the pH optimum required for Nitrobacter growth. Pure cultures of the nitrifiers are optimally adapted to a temperature near 25 to 30°C with a range from 5 to 40°C. Therefore, the mean
cave temperature of 13.6° C for Mammoth Cave may not be optimal for Nitrobacter growth unless these bacteria are adapted to a different temperature
optima in situ. Additionally, saltpetre deposits are found where air circulation
occurs and water drainage is absent. Since the nitrifying bacteria are strict
aerobes, they require oxygen as a terminal electron acceptor, and thus air
circulation may help maintain the necessary aerobic conditions. The prevention of high water levels in the caves facilitates the formation of saltpetre deposits, since either seepage or flooding conditions promote leaching of the
soluble nitrate ions from the cave sediments. In addition, saturated conditions
produce anaerobic environments which prevent the growth of the chemoautotrophic nitrifiers.
The phenomenon of disturbing the sediments with a sharp object and having
the sediments return to a smooth surface cannot be explained microbiologically. Since these sediment~ are at a low moisture content any disruption may
result in a moisture equilibration with the high relative himidity of the cave
and thus the saltpetre deposits swell due to water of hydration and cause a
smoothing of the disturbed sediments.
The process of nitrate regeneration is interesting. since historically saltpetre
sediments were often leached free of nitrates, returned to the cave ecosystem
and a regeneration of saltpetre to initial nitrate concentrations occurred in
3 to 5 years. Laboratory leaching experiments with 300 g of Mammoth Cave
sediments indicated that the nitrates were easily removed from the sediments
but the nitrifying bacteria were not. Total bacterial populations before leaching
were 7.2 x 106/g of sediment measured by direct FITC staining and decreased
by 57% after 400 ml of distilled water had been leached through the sediments.
On the other hand., Nitrobacter populations, as measured by immunofluorescence were 4.8 x (O'/g of sediment and showed no significant change to
5.2 x 100/g. Thus, it appears that leaching of the sediments selectively maintains the Nitrobacter populations while removing some of the other bacteria.
Likewise, leaching of the sediments appeared to promote the oxidation of
nitrite to nitrate in that much higher levels of nitrite were oxidized after leaching than before (Fliermans, unpublished data). Such an increase in nitrite
oxidation may result from the removal of nitrate which serves an end product
inhibitor for Nitrobacter spp.
In order for nitrification to occur and deposits of saltpetre to form, a supply
of inorganic nitrogen must be available. Since the nitrifiers in Mammoth Cave
are chemoautotrophs,
their metabolic activity is not affected directly by the
concentration of organic matter. However, preliminary micro-kjeldahl studied
indicated that these cave sediments were very low in organic matter (Fliermans, unpublished data), which is probably due to the lack of photosynthesis
and thus the deposition of plant debris and humus material in cave ecosystems.
Mammoth Cave is an old geological structure and the bacteriological events
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observed in the cave are a result, in part, of this long period of time. The low
levels of total organic matter (0.02 to 0.04%) may be the result of a continuous
but very slow decomposition process. Many saltpetre caves have had at one
time large populations of bats living in the cave which may have been a supply
of organic material. It is possible that these guano deposits were eventually
decomposed through deaminization and/or ammonification and NH4+ released, which in tUfn was used as substrate for the nitrifiers. The process of
saltpetre formation may be near termination in that very little organic matter
is now being deposited naturally in Mammoth Cave due to the absence of extensive bat populations.
Although the stochiometry of nitrogen transfer through the various components of the cave ecosystem remains unknown, the detection of a specific
group of chemoautotrophic
nitrifying bacteria, Nilrobacler, has been shown
in saltpetre cave sediments. The population densities present in Mammoth
Cave may be sufficient to account for the levels of saltpetre found in the sediments. Caverns such as Mammoth Cave, with stable parameters of temperature, pH, light, moisture and organic nutrients, may provide or at one time
provided unique habitats for the chemoautotrophic nitrifiers.
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SUMMARY
Mammoth Cave, a large limestone cavern in Mammoth Cave National Park in the Central Kentucky karst, was first mined for saltpetre in IR08 and was a major source of nitrates used in the
manufacture of gunpowder during the War of 1812. The mechanism of saltpetre formation is unknown, ahhough hypotheses encompassing both biotic and abiotic functions have been suggested.
Present studies were conducted in various saltpetre caves using species specific fluorescent
antibodies in order to determine if the chemoautotroph,
Nitrubacter, were present. Population
densities and species distribution of Nirrohacter were studied in relation to chcmical and physical
parameters for over 200 sediment samples from Mammoth Cavc. Roth the isolation and immuno.
fluorescence data indicate that Nilrobacrer are present in relatively high population densities in
Mammoth Cave sediments, and that such bacteria are common among saltpetre caves in the south.
castern United Slates. Immunofluorescence
data further indicates that N. agi/is dominates the
Nitrohact('T population in Mammoth Cave. The possibility that Nitrohaeter is the etiological agent
for saltpetre formation is suggested.
RESUME
"Mammoth

cave", une vaste cavcrne calcaire du parc national de Mammoth cave dans Ie karst
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du Kentucky central, a d'abord etc exploitee pour Ie salpetre en 1808; elle a etc la principale source
de nitrate utilise dans la fabrication de la poudre pendant la guerre de 1812. Le mecanisme de la

formation du salpetre est inconnu, quoique des hypotheses comportant
biotiques et abiotiqucs aien! etc suggerees.

a

la [ois des arguments

Les presentes recherches ont etc conduites dans diverses grottes a sal petre. en utilisant des anticorps fluorescents specifiques, afin de determiner si Ie chimioautotrophe
Nitrobacteretait present.
La densite de population et la distribution du genre Nitrobacter ont etc etudiees, en rapport avec
des parametres physique et chimique, sur plus de 200 echantillons de sediments de "Mammoth
cave". Les donnees etablies par isolement et fluorescence indiquent que Nitrobacter est represente
par une densite de population
relativement elevee dans les sediments de "Mammoth
cave" et
qu'une telle bacterie est commune dans Ie salpetre des cavernes du Sud.Est des Etats.Unis.
Les
resultats de l'immunofluorescence
indiquent de plus que Nifrobacter agiJis domine parmi la population de Nitrobacter de "Mammoth
cave". La possibilite que Nitrobacter soit ragent etiologique de la formation du salpetre est suggeree.
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Recherches

sur les Ostracodes

Entocytheridae.

Donnees sur

Sphaeromicola cebennica juber/hiei nov. ssp. et
Sphaeromicola cirolanae Rioja
par
Dan. L. DANIELOPOL*

Investi~ations on the Entocytheridae Ostracods. Data on Sphaeromicnla
nov. s-"p. and Sphaeromicola cirolanae Rioja.

cehennica juberlhiei

SUMMARY
Sphaeromicu/a cebennil"lljubenhit'i n. Ssp., a cavernicolous ostracod found in the South of France
(Systeme de Cent Fons and Avencas. Herault), is described here. The new suhspecies differs from
Sph. cebennica ubennica (found in a cave from Ardeche) by the smaller carapace and a reduced
distal bristle on the "finger" of the male copulatory organ. The affinities and differences between
the European Sphaeromicola and Sph. cirolanae from Mexico are discussed. The genus Sphaeromico/a is divided into two groups of species: the group /op.\'enti and the group cirolanae. Some
observations on the mating process of Sph. cebt'nnicajuberthiei are presented. A precocious sexual
behaviour of the female in the last post-embryonic
instar is recorded. This type of behaviour seems
to he a characteristic
of the Entocytheridae.

La famille des Entocytheridae comprend acluellemenl qualre sous-familles,
contenant tous les Ostracodes commensaux des Crustaces Malacostraces: les
Entocytherinae peuplanl les eaux douces de I'Amerique du Nord el de I'Amerique Cenlrale (Hart, 1962, Harl el Harl, 1969, Hobbs Jr., 1971), les Sphaeromicolinae repandus dans les eaux souterraines continentales du Sud de I'Europe (Remy, 1948a) el au Mexique (Rioja, 1951 el Hobbs Jr., 197/)** (une
seule espece appartenant a cette sous-famille est epigee, vivant dans la Medilerrannee el dans I'Ocean Atlantique (Danielopol, 1971b», Ies N%cytherinae
vivant dans les eaux douces epigees d'Australie, de la Tasmanie, de la NouvelleZelande el de la Nouvelle-Guinee (Harl el Harl, 1969 el 1970), enfin la sousfamille des Microsyssitrinae
representee par une seule espece trouvee dans
• Limnologisches
Wien, Austria .

Institut,

OSlerreichische

•• Chappuis (1953) et Delamare.Deboulteville
des Sphaeromicola europcennes.

Akademie

der Wissenschaften,

(1960) onl prcsente

Berggasse

la repartition
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I'Ocean Indien (Hart, Nair et Hart, 1967). La large distribution geographique
des Entocytheridae (fig. I) temoigne de I'anciennete du ce groupe.
Depuis la description detaillee de Sphaeromicola lopsenli I'espece type du
genre Sphaeromicola (Paris, 1920), une dizaine de memoires sont parus, contenant des donnees morphologiques
et biogeographiques
sur les Sphaeromicolinae, connues actuellement par sept especes (cf. bibliographie).
Hubault
(1938) et Remy (1948b) ont considere que les Sphaeromicolines connues alors
(cinq especes troglobies d'Europe et une espece epigee marine) representaient
un groupe homogene represente par un seul genre, Sphaeromicola.
A cette
opinion s'est rallie, plus tard, aussi Rioja, 1951. En etudiant cinq especes de
Sphaeromicolines i.e. Sph. topsenti. Sph. stammeri. Sph. cebennica. Sph.
cirolanae, especes troglobies et Sph. dudichi, espece epigee, j'ai cons tate que
cette derniere elail du point de vue morphologique tcHernent differente des
aut res Sphaeromicola que j'ai du la considerer camme appartenant a un genre
nouveau Hartiel/a, type d'une lignee phyletique que j'ai nommee tribu des
Hartiel/ini (Danielopol, 1971)*. Les Sphaeromicola troglobies restent placees
dans la tribu des Sphaeromicolini. Dans Ie present travail je deeris une nouvelle
sous-espece de Sphaeromicola cebennica et examine les affinites et les differences entre les Sphaeromicola
troglobies d'Europe et d'Amerique Centrale.
Ces donnees permettrons de cerner de plus pres la question de I'homogeneite
phylt~tique du genre Sphaeromicola, car camme Ie remarquait E. G. Racovitza
il y a 50 ans "suivre pas Ii pas, stade par stade, dans I'espace et dans Ie temps,
les modifications d'uo groupe homage-oe semble a priori etre la meilleure
methode pour constater les modalites de I'evolution ct en meme temps Ie
meilleur moyen de bien definir ct delimiter des problemes restrcints, et relativement simples, par lesquels devrait commencer I'etude de la tres complexc et tres
'difficile question des causes immediates de cette evolution". La derniere partie
du travail presente quelques observations sur Ie processus d'accouplement chez
les Entocytherides.

I. SUR UNE NOUVELLE SOUS-ESPECE
DE SPHAEROMICOLA
CEBENNICA DU KARST NORD-MONTPf:LLIERAIN
Lors d'un court sejour au Laborat6ire Souterrain du C.N.R.S. a Moulis, en
1970, Monsieur C. Juberthie a eu !'amabilite de me confier !'etude de quelques
exemplaires de Sph. cebennica recueillis sur des Sphaeromides raymondi,
Isopodes trouves dans Ie systeme karstique de Cent Fonds dans la Vallee de
I'Herault (voir a ce sujet Rouch, Juberthie-Jupeau
et Juberthie, 1968). D'autre
part Mme Juberthie-Jupeau
a mis a rna disposition quelques exemplaires de
Sphaeromides raymondi en provenance de la resurgence de I'Avencas, situee
elle aussi toujours dans la vallee de I'Herault Ii cinq kilometres du systeme de

* D'apres Hobbs III (1975) les Haniella representent une sous.famille
des Entocytheriflae et des Sphaeromicoliflae.
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Cent Foris (fig. 3). 'Enfin en 1972 M. J.-Y. Bertrand m'a offer! un nouveau
lot de Sphaeromicola de Cent Fons.
.
Remy (l948a) mentionne pour la premiere 'fois Sl'haeromicola rehennica
dans Ie karst de l'ArdOche (grotte de la Dragonniere).
Trois aos plus tard Remy cite la presence de cette espece dans la resurgence
de Cent Fons. A cette date Ie specialiste franyais avait eu en mains un tube
contenant
deux sortes d'lsopodes
(Sl'haeromides raymondi e! Faucheria

Fig. 3. Repartition geographique de Sphaeromicola cebennicl1 cehennica Remy ct Sl'h. cebennica
n. ssp. (e) dans les regions karstiques de I'Ardeche et de la region nord-montpcllierainc.
(3. remarquer I'isolemenl des noyaux karstiques des deux regions mentionnees).
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jauchen); les Sphaeromicola cebennica gisaient au fond du tube ce qui avait
mis en embarras Remy qui oe savait pas si les Ostracodes provenaient des
Sphaeromides ou des Faucheria. 11 inclinait a craire qu'ils avaient ete fixes
aux premiers. Le materiel recueilli par l'equipe du Laboratoire souterrain de
Moulis vieot confirmer ceUe opinion. Aucun Sphaeromicola n'a ete a ceUe
date recueilli sur des Faucheria. Du point de vue biogeographique
il etait interessant de savoir si les Sph. cebennica du karst nord-montpellierain
sont
identiques a ceux de l'Ardeche de par Ie fait que les noyaux karstiques sont
isoles actuellement entre eux comme Ie montre la figure 3 (d'apres Halazuc,
1956). Le materiel examine (18 males, 18 femelles adultes et 15 juveniles provenant de Cent Fons et I male, 2 femelIes et 4 juveniles en provenance de I'Avencas) mta permis d'individualiser line nouvelle sous-espece que je dcdie a
Monsieur C. Juberthie.

I. Sphaeromicola

cebennica juberlhiei

n. ssp. - Description

MALE
Carapace (fig. 4): bord dorsal largement arque, bord anterieur atteignant presque la hauteur du bord posterieur, bord ventral droit. Yalve droite depassant
du cote dorsal la valve gauche. Yu du cote ventral Ie bord ventral est droit
depourvu de l'expansion mediane coooue chez les Podocopides. Les valves

Tableau

I. Dimensions de la carapace de Sph. cebennica juberthiei n. ssp.
(exemplaires adultes de Cent Fons).

Caracteres
Longueur moyenne (I. en J.L)
Intervalle de confiance pour L
(P= 0,95)
Valeurs extremes pour L
Differences entre 0, et ? .(Test-t)

Hauteur/Longueur moyenne
(H/L en %)
Intervalle de confiance pour
H/L en % (P= 0,95)
Yaleurs extremes pour HI Len %
Differences entre
et ? (Test-t)

°

Male (N = 18)

Femelle (N = 18)

292

316

289-296
286-306

311-320
306-333

t - 8,5577
Difference significative
(P < 0,001)

55

59

55-56
53-58

57-60
53-66
t -

(P
Largeur= I (estimation
fonction L)

3,4127

Difference significative
1< 1/3L

< 0,005)

I 5. 1/3L
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Fig. 4. Sphaeromicola

cebennica juberthiei

n, ssp. -

> •

male, vue genera Ie.

sont translucides faiblement mineralisees. II est a remarquer que les valves
appartenant
a un juvenile au 5-eme stade de developpement post-embryonnaire assechl: en vue de leur examen au microscope electronique a balayage
se sont deformees complete me nt, signe d'une tres faible mineralisation de la
paroi externe. Par contre line valve appartenant a un mfile adulte a resiste au

B

Fig. 5. Details de la face externe de la carapace,

pores simples

a anneaux;

Sars, ; B - Sphaeromicola cehennica juherthiei n, Ssp.,
Centre de Recherches de Paul.

A-

Candona neglecta

(photos Fr. Saffon, SNPA,
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Sphaeromicola
cf'bennica juherrhiei n. ssp; A-I) - miile, E.H - [emelle; A, B - antennule; C, D, E - antenne; F - gnathohase
mandibulaire;
G - 3-emc thoracopode;
H - 'orifice et lobe genital femelle.
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traitement d'assechement. ce qui indique tine meilleure (plus forte) mineralisation. Les valves possedent des poils sensoriels simples qui sortent de pores
entoures d'un anneau proeminent (fig. 58) toui com me chez les Podocopides
a carapace normalement mineralisee (sc reporter a notre fig. SA, aux donnees
de Puri et Dickau; 1969 et a celles de Sandberg et Plusquequelec, 1969). La
longueur moyenne de la carapace est de 292 Il. la hauteur represente en moyenne 55% de la longueur et la largeur atteint moins d'un tiers de la longueur
(pour plus de details voir tableau I).
Antennule (fig. 6A, 8): les 3 premiers articles sont depourvus de poils, Ie 4-eme
du cote distal presente 2 poils longs qui atteignent Ie tiers proximal de I'article
suivant, Ie 5-eme article porte 4 poils qui atteignent I'extremite distale du 7-eme
article, Ie 6-eme article, depourvu de poils, est legerement plus long que les
articles qui I'encadrenl. L'article distal (fig. 68) est muni de 5 poils dont I'un
pourrait etre un aesthetasc de type "Ya". Les poils antennulaires sont fincment
poilus a leur tour.
Antenne (fig. 6C,D): endopodite a 4 articles: Ie premier muni d'un poil qui atteint presque I'extremite distale de I'article suivant, Ie 2-eme article endopodial
avec 2 poils (ml, m2) egaux qui ne depassent pas en longueur la moitie de I'article suivant, Ie 3-eme article endopodial (fig. 60) avec 2 poi Is (a, b) et I'article
antennaire distal est muni de 3 griffes et d'un poil mince (e). La griffe posterieure (Gp), longue est finement pectinee. La griffe medianne (Gm) plus courte
(atteignant presque la moitie de la griffe posterieure) est armee d'une seule
rangee de longs denticules. La griffe anterieure (Ga), forte atteint les deux tiers
de la longueur de la griffe posterieure; elle est munie d'une dizaine de longs
denticules places sur Ie tiers distal et deli mites du cote proximal par une protuberance (p).
Gnathobase mandibulaire (fig. 6E): formee par 5 dents, dont la premiere (I M),
mobile, a du cote distal 6 lobes. Les dents 2 et 3 ont 4 cuspides, la 4-eme dent
a seLlloment 3 cusp ides et enfin la 5-eme dent en a 2 ou 3 et pres de cette dent
il y a 2 poi Is minces (P.g.).
Palpe maxillaire: un seul article pourvu d'un pail en spatule et un poil mince
"normal".
Thoracopodes (fig. 6G): portent un poil sur Ie premier article endopodial qui
depasse en longueur d'un tiers la longueur des 2 articles suivants, la griffe distale est armee d'environ 5-6 epines.
Organe copulateur: peniferum (fig. 78) presentant du cote distal un lobe A et
un lobe B; ces deux lobes petits, digitiformes et courbes, s'entrecroisent formant une sorte de pince. A I'interieur du peniferum on apen;oit Ie manchon
(rna) qui presente une languette (I) proximale. Le manchon, court, n'atteint
pas I'extremite du peniferum. Les muscles M I et M2 sont bien visibles. Les
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A

Fig. 7. Sphaerumicola cehennicajuherlhiei
n. ssp .. <3. A. H, C. E - organe copulateur, details;
A - extremite distale du Oagelle; R - organe copulateur. vue mediale; C - pieces de l'articulation dorso-postcrieure
de I'organe copulateur; E - la protuberance "Pr" du crochet
acccssoire. D - Sph. cehennica C(,hennicll Remy, flagellum (d'aprcs Remy, 1948a).
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rainures sclerifiees du peniferum sont difficilement visibles. On apen;oit toutc[ois sur 1a face laterale la rainure "rl" qui est placee entre I'extremite proximale
du tube copulateur et Ie bard du crochet accessoire; une rainure "r2" fait la
liaison entre Ie zygum et la rainure "rl"; une rainure "r3" de forme annelee va
du zygum jusqu'a la rainure "r4" sur la face mediale; cette derniere fail la liaison entre la "r3" et la paroi du peniferum; une rainure "r5" du cote lateral
esl parallele avec la "r4". Le crochel accessoire (CA) a la moitie distale courbee
a angle presque droit. L'extremite du crochet possede 6 petits denticules. Sur
Ie tiers distal du crochet il y a une forte protuberance (Pr). Le flagelle (F) a
deux bras: Ie bras proximal (Flp) porte 2 poils inegaux,l'un representant deux
tiers de la longueur du second, Ie bras distal (Fld) long muni a son extremite
d'un pail court atteignant Ie 1/4 de la longueur de la tige et d'un moignon conique (fig. 7A et B). Le squelette interpenien (fig. 7C) est forme par un tropis
(Tr) triangulaire. Les 2 sterynx (St) minces du cote dorsal s'elargissent du cote
ventral pres de leur articulation avec Ie zygum (Zy). Ce dernier est divise par
une mince bande du cote median.
Extremite du corps (fig. 4A, 8C): une expansion lamellaire (Ec) esarte tout
pres du bard dorsal de la valve, elle est pliee du cote ventral et possede 2 petits
lobes orientes dorsalement.
FEMELLE
Carapace: semblable a celie du male a l'exception du fait qu'elle est plus grande
et a bard dorsal plus arque. Dimensions: longueur moyenne 3161', hauteur
moyenne representant 59% de la longueur, largeur par contre d'cnviron un
tiers de la longueur (pour plus de details voir Ie tableau I).
Antenne (fig. 6E, 8E, H): exopodite typique pour les Cytheraces, toutefois pres
du pail fileur on remarque (fig. 8E) un pail minuscule (pe). L'endopodite a 4
articles differe de I'endopodite du male par l'absence d'un poil "m2" sur Ie
2-eme article endopodial et du poil "b" sur Ie 3-eme article. L'article distal
possed.e 2 griffes, l'anterieure glabre et mobile la posterieure fusion nee a I'article est finement pectinee sur Ie bard interne. Pres de ces deux griffes ant aper<;oit difficlement 2 poils minces (el, e2). Le poil "e2" pourrait etre Ie vestige <'e
la 3-eme griife bien developpee chez Ie male.
Maxille (fig. 80): semblable

a celie du mille.

Thoracopodes: pas de pails sur Ie premier article endopodial, a l'inverse de ce
qui existe chez Ie male.
Lobe genital (fig. 6H): du cote distal une expansion digitiforme, a l'extremite de laquelle s'ouvre I'orifice genital qui est depourvu d'une structure sclerifiee comme on en trouve chez la majorite des Cytheraces (voir par exemple
chez les Metacyprinae).
Femelle au dernier stade du developpement

post~embryonnaire

([emelle "mi-
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Fig. 8. Sphaeromicola cebennica juberthiei n. ssp; A, C - male et feme lie "minor" en position
d'accouplement;
B ....:.-.femelle "major" (a-ovocyte;
b-bol alimentaire);
D-E - femelle
"major", antenne; D - extre'mitc distale de l'endopodite;
E - extremitc proxima Ie de
I'exopodite (S-sillon; pc-poil exopodial; PR - protopodite;
EX - exopodite; EN - co. dopodite); F, G - femelle "minor"; F - endopodite de I'antenne; G - maxille; H - femelle adulte (major), ante nne, extremite distaJe.
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L'antenne possede seulement 3 articles endopodiaux (I'article 2 n'cst
pas separe du suivant). La carapace un peu plus petite que celie du male adulte
(longueur variant entre 260-2681', pour 4 exemplaires fixes en position d'accouplement). On n'observe pas d'ovocytes a l'interieur du corps, Ie lobe genital
est a peine esquisse et il n'est pas traverse par un tractus genital.
nor") ~

Ovocytes (fig. 88): visibles seulement chez la [emelle adulte (femelle "major"),
ils sont de forme ova Ie et mesurent entre 90,6-1151' de long, sur 56-751' de large
(n = 4); Ie rapport longueur maximale ovocyte longueur de la carapace varie
entre 1/2,7 et 1/3, I. Chez to utes les feme lies examinees je n'ai trouve au maximum que 2 ovocytes par individu. Les exemplaires de I'Avencas ressemblent
a ceux de Cent Fans, a une exception pres, Ie male possede sur Ie crochet accessoire line protuberance "Pr" pourvue d'un petit poil (s).

Fig. 9. Sphaeromicoia
cehennica Juherrhiei n. ssp., male el femelle "minor" en position
couplement (photo J. Durand. Laboratoire Soutcrrain du CNRS, Moulis).

d'ac-

2. Discussion

Sphaeromicola cebennico jt/berthiei n. spp. de la region nord-montpellieraine
est representee par des populations

qui habitent un noycau karstique isole
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geographiquement

du noyau karstique d'ou provient Sphaeromicola

cehennica

cebennica (voir fig. 3), dans I'Ardeche.
La nouvelle sous-espece differe de la sous-espece type par la laille de la carapace el par un delail de l'organe copulateur du male. Sph. cebennica cebennica possede des carapaces qui atteignent chez Ie mAle les longueurs suivantes:
430, 438, 446, 492 JJ. et les "femelles adultes en copulation", 438, 453, 461,492 JJ.
(Donnees citees d'apres Remy, 1948a, p. 130). En ce qui concerne les femelles
il est clair que Remy n'a pas. fait attention aux ferne lies immatures en position
d'accouplement.
II en ressort toutefois que les femelles de Sph. cebennica cebennica sont plus grandes que celles de la sous espece nouvellement decrite.
Chez la so us- espece type Ie fiagelle de I'organe copulateur du male a "" son
extremite distale deux saies divergentes pointues, inegales, la plus longue ega Ie
a 2/5 environ de la tige" (Remy, 1948a, p. 132 et fig. 7[) de ce travail), tandis
que chez les males de Sph. cebennica juherthiei Ie flagelle possedc un moignon
et une soie plus courte (environ 1/4 de la longueur de la hampe).
En examinant la position du fiagelle chez Ides males de Sph. c. juberthiei
accouples " des femelles "minor" (fig. 8C) on observe que celle structure vient
en contact avec Ie lobe "Ec" de la femelle et it est certain que les extremites du
flagelle ant une fanetion sensorielle. II est a remarquer que Ie principe de diversification de Sphaeromicola cebennica est semblable a celui d'autres Ostracodes Podocopides (voir par exemple Ie genre E/pidium, Danielopol, 1975)
i.e. differences d'une part des structures a role sensoriel de l'organe copulateur
du male, d'autre part dans la laille de la carapace.
La description d'une nouvelle sous-espece de Sphaeromicola cebennica est
interessante aussi car eUe demontre que des populations geographiquement
isolees telles les populations du noyau karstique de I'Ardeche el de celui de la
region nord-montpellieraine assignees a une meme espece possedent des differences morphologiques significatives. Or presque toutes les especes de
Sphaeromicola sont connues par plusieures populations isolees entre eUes
(voir fig. I et 2). Les donnees presentees ici suggerent la necessite d'une revision de la morphologie detaillee des populations appartenant aux differentes
especes de Sphaeromicola; il n'est pas exclu que certaines populations represen tent des unitees taxonomiques bien individualisees. J'ai en effet eu la possibilite d'examiner une trentaine d'especes d'Entocylherinae dont la moitie
appartenait
aux genres Anky/ocythere, Dacty/ocythere, Uncynocythere et
Donna/dsoncythere, provenant des Etats Unis et j'ai coustater que les differences interspecifiques a I'interieur de ces genres sont bien plus petites qu'cntre
ccrtaines especcs de Sphaeromicola, comme par cxemple entre Sph. slammeri,
Sph. sphaeromidico/a et Sph. topsenti.

II. AFFINITES
ET DIFFERENCES
ENTRE LES
D'EUROPE
ET SPHAEROMICOLA
CIROLANAE
DE L'AMERIQUE
CENTRALE

SPHAEROMICOLA
J'ai montre

ci-dessus (voir aussi fig. I) la repartition

disjointe des especes du
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genre Sphaeromicola i.e. d'une part les especes europeennes, d'autre part l'espeee americaine, Sph. cifo/anae cannue de plusieurs grottes du Mexique dans
la region de San Luis POlosi el Tamaulipas, sur Ie llanc Ouesl de la Sierra de
EI Abra (pour plus de delails voir Rioja, 1951 el Hobbs Jr., 1971). Grice a
I'amabilile de Dr. H. H. Hobbs Jr. (Washinglon) j'ai cu la possibilile d'examiner 5 males; 9 femelles el 4 juveniles de Sph. eiro/anae de la Cueva de la
Florida (Tamaulipas) recueillis sur des Isopodes Speocirolllna pelaezi Bolivar.
L'espece mexicaine, lout comme les Sphaeromico/a d'Europe, possede des
valves faiblement calcifiees, il n'ya oi lamelle calcaire interne, oi canaux marginaux radiaires et la charniere est faiblement developpee. L'antennule passede I'avanl-dernier
arlicle de la meme longueur que Ie suivanl (fig. IDA).
L'anlenne du male porte sur I'avant-dernier article 2 poils (a, b, fig. lOB). L'antenne de la femelle adulte (fig. JOe) porte sur I'arlicle dislal 2 griffes et un poil
"e" (a I'encontre des Hartiellini et des Entocytherinae ou les femelles portent
3 'griffes (femelles "Iriunguis").
L'une des griffes esl pectinee, I'aulre esl
glabre. La gnathobase mandibulaire est munie de 5 denIs, la premiere a 6 cuspides. La maxille a un seul endite et Ie palpe, uniarlicule, est pourvu de 2 poils.

\
I
\

\

~~~--

a,03mm

Fig. 10. Sphaeromicola cirolanal' (Rioja); A. B, D-G - mille; C - femelle; A - antennule; B,
C _ antenne; D.G - organe copulateur; 0 - vue genera Ie; E - Detail de la region
dislale du peniferum; F - flagellum; G - extremitc distale du crochet accessoire.
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Les thoracopodes ayanl les griffes distales en forme de peigne, grace au developpement d'une rangee fines de denticules. L'organe copulateur a un flagelle Ii 2 bras, I'un long, I'autre court (fig. 10D et E). Le crochet accessoire long
et coude (fig. 10D et G). Le peniferum Ii 2 lobes distaux, A et B (fig. 10 D et E).
Sph. cirolanae ressemble a Sph. stammeri par la presence de 2 poi Is sur Ie
premier article endopodial de I'antenne; par Ie faible developpement des lobes
A et B du peniferum de I'organe copulateur du male elle ressemble Ii Sph.
stammeri, Sph. hamigera ef Sph. cebennica; par la presence d'une protuberance sur Ie crochet accessoire du male Sph. cirolanae ressemble a Sph. sphaeromidicola et Sph. cebennica. Tenant compte des similitudes morphologiques
entre les Sphaeromicola
d'Europe et celie du Mexique et tenant compte aussi
de la distribution geographique de ce groupe autour du bassin mediterraneen
et pres de la Mer des Caraibes (fig. I) je pense que ce groupe peuplait Ii I'origine
la Tethys (voir Ii ce sujet aussi les remarques quej'ai faites en 1971 et I'analyse
biogeographique
de McKenzie, 1973). Etant donne que I'ouverture de I'Atlantique du Nord a eu lieu au plus tard Ii I'Eocene (Thenius, 1975) il faut admettre
que les Sphaeromicola marins peuplaient la Tethys avant ccUe epague.
Sphaeromicola cirolanae differe des especes europeennes par les caracteres
suivants: l'antennule a Ie 4-eme article fusionne au 5-eme; ce dernier porte 5
poils au lieu de 4. L'antenne tout aussi bien chez Ie male gu chez la [emelle
porte seulement 3 articles endopodiaux, dus a la fusion du 2-eme et 3-eme articles (fig. B. C), au lieu de 4 articles comme chez les especes europeennes;
Enfin lesgriffes distales des thoracopodes portent chez Sph. cirolanae seulement 4 denticules tandis que les especes europeennes en portent entre 5 et 8.
Tenant compte de ces donnees je propose de diviser Ie genre Sphaeromicola
en deux groupes d'especes: I'un reunira les Sphaeromicola europeennes et il
sera nomme groupe lopsenti d'apres I'espece type du genre, tandis que Ie second groupe sera repre~ente pour Ie moment seulement par Sph. cirolanae et
portera Ie nom de cette espece.

III. REMARQUES

SUR L'ACCOUPLEMENT
ENTOCYTHERIDAE

CHEZ LES

Jusqu'aux investigations de Hobbs Jr (1971) il eta it admis que les Entocytheridae possedent deux types de femelles: I. un type "minor" ou "nubile" ayant
une taille presque egale Ii celie du male et n'ayant pas d'ovocytes visibles; 2.
un type "major" ou "gravide", ayant une taille plus grande que celie du male
et les ovocytes visibles par la transparence des valves. Rioja (1943) pensait que
ces deux types de femelles representaient, ou bien un cas de pqecilogynie
com me Cuenot I'avait cite chez plusieurs Insectes ou bien une continuation de
la croissance de la femelle (qui muerait encore une fois apres avoir atteint I'etat
adulte). A cette derniere hypothese souscrivait aussi Hoff (1943): "The only
adequate explanation for the two kinds of females seems that a moult occurs
between the time of copulation and the time of development of the eggs within
the ovary" p. 281. Remy (1948a), en decrivant Sph. cebennica cebennica men-
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tionne (p. 130) que Ies [emelles adultes sont celles qu'on trouve en etat d'accouplement.
Recemment Hobbs Jr. (1971) a montre que la femelle "minor" represente
des juveniles au dernier stade du deveIoppement post-embryonnaire,
tandis
que Ies femelles "major" sont des femelles aduItes. Jusqu'a present, d'apres
cet auteur un seuI ex em pIe de couple entre Entocytheride male et femelle
"major" (adulte) avair ete observe, Ia majorite des couples connus etant [ormes
entre males et femelles "minor",
Les observations sur l'accouplement chez les Ostracodes sont rares du fait
que ce processus se deroule tres rapidement et pour une courte duree. J'ai
ctudie Ie comportement sexuel et tOlltes les phases de la reproduction chez Ie
Cytheridae Limnacythere Jancti-patrici et chez les Cyprididae Cane/ana e/aneaui. Pseudocandona pratensis. Ps. rouch; n. sp. et lvfixtacandona sp.* Dans
tout ces cas Ie processus d'accouplement consiste dans un appariement du
male et dela [emelle aduIte (avec fixation du male a Ia femelle surtout par
l'intermediaire de I'organe copulateur et en moindre rnesure par l'antenne et
Ies paIpes prehensiles des thoracopodes
I); !'erection des hemipenis se fait tres
rapidement iIs penetrent entre les valves de Ia femelle et ils se fixent sur Ie lobe
genital; Ie tube copuIateur est intrnduit dans !'orifice genital de Ia femelle et
I'insemination a lieu; apres cette phase Ies couples Ie plus souvent se defon! et
reprerient leur activite norma Ie. Parfois Ies males peuvent chevaucher des
femelles immatures. Dans ces cas l'hcmipenis n'arrive pas a se fixer au lobe
genital et Ie male ne se maintient fixe a Ia [emelle qu'un temps ephemere; ceIa
est dO aussi au fait que les femelles immatures ne cessent pas de bouger et n'acceptent pas Ie male (a I'encontre de ce qui se passe chez les [emelles aduItes).
Wohlgemuth (1914) chez HeterocypriJ incongruens et Theisen (1966) chez 3
especes de Cytherides ont montre que les feme lies sont fecondees immediatement apres avoir subi la derniere mue.
Parmi Ie materiel de Sphaeromicola cebennica juherthiei il y avait 4 males
fixes en position d'accouplement a des femelles "minor" (fig. 8A, C et 9). De
tels couples montrent que Ie crochet accessoire de l'organe copulateur male
se fixe au pH postern-dorsal existant a I'interieur de la carapace de la femelle
"minor" et non pas au lobe genital (donc l'organe copulateur du male ne vient
pas en contact avec la region genitale de la femelle et it n'y a pas transmission
de spermatozoides).
Les griffes distaIes de I'antenne du male ne se fixent pas
toujours fermement au creux antero-dorsal de la carapace femelle comme on
Ie remarque dans la figure 9. Le fait que la feme lie au dernier stade du developpement post-embryonnaire accepte la fixation du male sur son cote dorsoposterieur est l'indice de I'existence d'un comportement sexuel precoce chez
celie-d. L'affinnation
de Hoff (1943) qu'une femelle fecondee pourrait de
nouveau muer gardant apres les oeufs qui se dcveloppent normalement, est
difficiIement acceptable. L'exuvie de I'ostracode mue garderait automatiquement les spermatozoides etl ou les oufs. Les observations que j'ai pu faire d'une
• Observations faites au Laboratoire Souterrain du C.N.R.S ..
que de Vienne.
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Uncinocyrhere holti Hart, A - mille et femelle "minor" en position d'accouplement;
B - detail de la region posh~rieure, Ie crochet accessoire cst fixe au pli posh~ro-dorsal
(photo Tr. Orghidan, Institut de Speologie "E. G. Racovitza", BUcaTcst).
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part sur Ies Podocopides vivants cites ei-dessus, d'autre part sur Ie materiel
fixe de Sph. cebennica juberthiei m'ont suggere une autre interpretation
du
processus d'accouplement et de fecondation chez ce dernier: i.e. Ie male se fixe
fermement a 1a [emelle immature par Ie crochet accessoire au lobe posterodorsal restant ains; accouple jusqu'. la mue de la feme lie immature. La femelle
adulte sortant du cote antero-dorsal Ie male se decroche de l'exuvie et se fixe
ceUe fois-ci a l'adulte provoquant tres rapidement I'insemination apres quai
il se separe de celle-ci. Le type d'accouplement
decrit chez Sph. cebennica
juberthiei semble etre une des originalites des Entocytheridae.
La figure II
(A et B) montre un cas semblable chez Uncinocythere haiti Hart (Entocytherinae), Ie crochet accessoire s'y fixe aussi au pIi postero-dorsal d'une [emelle
"minor",

Recemment Whatley et Stephens (1976) ont montre que chez certains groupes de Cytherides Ie dimorphisme sexuel apparait • un stade plus precoce que
chez 1a majorite des autres Ostracodes. NallS sommes avec les Entocytheridae
en presence d'lln cas de comportement sexuel precoce de la femelle et it serait
interessant de voir si eela est lie a l'apparition d'un dimorphisme sexuel preeoce.
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RESUME

On decrit SphaeromicoJa cebennicajuherlhiei
n. ssp., Ostracode cavernicole, du Sud de la France
(stations karstiques du systeme de Cent Fons et de I'Avencas, Herault). La nouvelle sous-espece
differe de Sph. cebennica cebennica (connue d'une grotte de I'Ardeche) par la taille de la carapace
plus petite et par la reduction d'un des poils distaux du flagelle de l'organe copulateur du m:'l.le.
Les affinites et' differences entre les Sphaeromicola d'Europe ct Sp!Jaemmicola cirolmwe du Mexique sont discutees et Ie genre SphaeromicoJa est divise en deux groupes d'especes: gr. topsent; et
gr. ciroJanae; suivent quelques observations sur l'accouplement chez Sph. cebennica juberlhiei.
Un comportemenf sexuel precoce de la femelle, au dernier stade du deve10ppement post-embryonnaire. est signaIt':.Ce type de comportement est vraisemblahlement une caracteristique des Entocytheridae.
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Variation among Populations of the
Troglobitic Amphipod Crustacean Crangonyx antenna/us
Packard Living in Different Habitats I. Morphology
by
Gary W. DICKSON'

INTRODUCTION
Intraspecific morphological variation in response to habitat differences has
been observed in freshwater amphipod populati"ns of cpigean species (Minckley and Cole, 1963; Pinkster, 1971, 1972; Pinkster et aI., 1970; Strong, 1972)
and hypogean species (Ginet, 1960; Holsinger, 1967, 1969; Holsinger and
Culver, 1970). Variable morphological
characters include body length, allometric relationships between body and appendage lengths, setation and integument coloration. Environmental factors, such as current velocity, available
food, temperature, predators, competitors and other biotic and abiotic components are considered responsible for these variations.
In the present study morphological variation was recorded among different
populatioris of the troglobitic (i.e., obligatory cavcrnicolc) amphipod Crangonyx antennatus. Certain features of the subterranean environment make it
attractive for the study of population variation. Caves represent relatively
constant, partitioned habitats which lack the major fluctuations of temperature and humidity normally associated with epigean habitats. Because of the
lack of significant autotrophism and relative scarcity of food materials, species
diversity and population sizes in caves are generally quite small compared to
epigean communities.
C. antenna/us offers several unique advantages for the study of population
variation in a troglobitic species: I) it is one of the most common and widespread aquatic troglobites in the southern Appalachian region of the eastern
United States (Holsinger, 1969, 1972), and populations are relatively large in
the caves investigated in Lee Co., Virginia; 2) it populates two distinctly different subterranean habitats, mud-bottom pools and small gravel-bottom
streams, which permits a direct comparison of populations in a small portion
• Department of Biological Sciences. Old Dominion University, Norfolk. Virginia 23508. U.S.A.
Present address: Depi. of Zoology, University of Georgia, Athens. Georgia 30602, U.S.A.
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of the overall species range under different environmental conditions; and 3)
this species has been extensively studied ecologically (Holsinger and Holsinger,
1971; Holsinger, 1975a; Holsinger and Dickson, in press; Dickson, 1975, in
press; Dickson and Kirk, in press).
In the present study, C. antenna/us cave populations were examined from
mud-bottom pool and small gravel-bottom stream habitats to determine: I) if
body length differences at maturity are evident between populations living in
the two distinct habitats; 2) if variation is present in first antennal segment
number to body length ratio and integument coloration; and 3) possible influences of environmental differences on population variation.

METHODS

AND MATERIALS

Populations of C. antenna/us were sampled seasonally during 1974 and 1975
in six caves located in the Powell Valley of Lee Co., Virginia. Three of the
amphipod populations sampled inhabited caves containing mud-bottom pools
(Roadside No. I, Molly Wagle and Sweet Potato caves) and three of the populations were sampled in caves containing small gravel-bottom streams (Cope,
Spangler and Gallohan No. 2 caves). Pool habitats receive water through
ceiling drips and seepage, whereas stream habitats receive water from subterranean and/ or direct surface rechatge. The benthic substrate in the mudbottom pools is characterized by mud sediments containing relatively large
populations of bacteria and fungi, in contrast to stream habitats which contain
bottom gravels (1-3 cm diameter) and sparse benthic sediments with small
microbial populations (Dickson, 1975; Dickson and Kirk, in press). Because
of the evidence for potentially well-developed dispersal ability (Holsinger,
1969, 1975a) and high migration rates of C. antenna Ius (Culver, 1973a, in
press), the hydrology of the Powell Valley (Holsinger, 1975b) and the close
proximity of the investigated caves (within a 5. km radius), the populations
sampled were not considered to be genetically isolated.
Ten sample sites of 0.09 m2 were randomly selected in stream and pool areas
of each cave during seasonal sampling periods. All C. antennalUs observed
within the sample sites, including any present in the top 5 cm .of gravels in the
stream habitats, were collected until 25 amphipods were obtained in each cave.
Amphipods were collected with a modified 15 ml asepto syringe and preserved
in 70% ethyl alcohol for later examination in the laboratory.
Coloration of the integument was recorded in each cave prior to preservation (because of alcohol bleaching), along with specific information from each
of the random plots including the number of C. antennatus. presence and
number of potentially competitive species (isopods, Asellus reeurvalus and
Ureeus usdagalun), substrate type, presence and type of detritus and current
velocity. Average water temperature, evidence of nooding and the number of
potential predators (salamander,
Gyrinophilus porphyrilieus and crayfish,
Cambarus barlonil) within I m' of the sample plots were also recorded.
In the laboratory, amphipods were measured from the base of the first an-

,.
,.'"
<:
Table I. Environmental parameters of the sampled C. antennafUS habitats in six Lee Co .. Virginia caves. Seasonal collections listed as: I-August,
II-November, III-February and IV-June. An environmental parameter not present in a habitat is indicated by N.P.
Cave

Habitat

OveralJl
food
rating

Gallahan
NO.2
Spangler

stream

2

Cope

stream

Sweet
Potato

Current2
velocity
rating

stream

Density C. antennafus
(no./m2)
I

II

III

Density isopods
(no./m2)
IV

I

II

III

16.7

5.6

3.3

7.8

2

130.0

30.0

15.6

18.9

3

3

14.4

12.2

11.1

6.7

16.7

0

3.3

pool

4

N.P.

34.4

64.4

24.4

71.1

3.3

0

1.1

Molly
Wagle

pool

5

N.P.

20.0

26.7

41.1

N.P.

Roadside
No. I

pool

6

N.P.

164.4

140.0

128.9

N.P.

3.3

4.4 24.4

Predator) sightings

IV

II

III

IV

Average water
temperature (CO)
I

II

III

IV

14.4

0

0

0

0

13.5 12.5 11.7 11.6

16.7 44.4

0

0

0

0

14.5 11.5 11.1 13.3

5.6

3

2

4

2

13.4 10.4 12.2

3.3

1

0

0

0

12.5 11.0 11.7 12.2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

o

z
z

:3
Ol

c

,.
cj

251.1

24.4 30.0

12.0

9.9

9.4

10.0

9.9

8.9

10.0

Based on quantitative (Dickson. 1975; Dickson and Kirk. in press) and qualitative comparisons of the amount and type of available food (small
mammal dung, mud sediments and plant detritus) for C. anfennalUS in each habitat. (I-lowest. 6-highest).
2 Based on average current velocity in habitats determined by calibrated pitot tube. Ratings: I) <3.5 em/sec. 2) 3.5 em/sec and 3) >3.5 em/sec.
) The number of potential amphipod predators observed within I m2 of sample plots.
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tennae to the base of the telson as an indication of total body length (Holsinger, 1967). Sexual maturity was determined in the male by the presence of
calceoli (small, paddle-shaped structures) on the second antennae in addition
to papillae and in the female by long marginal setae on the oostegites which
may be retained during successive molts (Hynes, 1954; Holsinger, 1967). The
number of first antennal segments (in addition to the first peduncular segment)
was also recorded for each amphipod. Because of sexually dimorphic size
differences between mature male and female C. antennatus, statistical analyses
were conducted separately for each sex.

RESULTS
The environmental parameters recorded for each cave are presented in Table
I. In general, mud-bottom pool habitats are characterized by greater quantities of available food, higher C. antenna/us densities, lower water temperatures, lower isopod densities and fewer predators than the small gravel-bottom
stream habitats.
Size class distributions, based on body lengths of populations from each of
the six caves is shown in Figure I. The pool habitats are characterized by a
higher proportion of individuals located in larger size classes than in the stream
habitats. This trend is also apparent in size class distributions of both males
(Fig. 2) and females (Fig. 3).
Mean body lengths of both mature males and females (Table 2) were found
to be significantly (P<O.OOI) greater in pool habitats than in stream habitats
(Table 3; Figs. 2 and 3). No significant (P>0.05) seasonal differences in mature
body lengths were observed between habitats in either sex (Table 3). Although
a significant (P<O.OI) correlation was found between mature body lengths of
males and females with both the overall food rating and C. antennalUs densities, no significant (P>0.05) relationship to either isopod densities or predator
sightings was observed (Table 4). Mature male body length was found to be
inversely correlated (P<0.05) with average water temperatures and positively
correlated to current velocity rating (Table 4). Finally, a significant correlation
was noted between' overall habitat food ratings and both the average water
temperature (r=-0.658,
n=22, P<O.OI) and C. antennatus densities (r=0.663,
n=23, P<O.OI).
Examination of newly released young from both habitats revealed that the
number.of first antennal segments appears to be a fixed developmental feature
at hatching (no. of segments=6, n=48). The number of first antennal segments
of pool-dwelling amphipods was found to be significantly (P<O.OOI) greater

Fig. I. Size class distribution in random samples of C. anlennalW collected from each cave seasonally. Vertical axis represents amphipod body lengths; horizontal axis. percent frequency. Due to adverse conditions, sampling couid not be conducted in Molly Wagle Cave
in August and Gallohan No.2 in February.
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Table 2. Mean mature body lengths (mm) of C. antenna/us

from seasonal random samples of six cave populations

female

male
Gallahan NO.2

n=3

n::::=5

n

=

n=2

10

SE = 0.12
Cope

Sweet Potato

SE=1.I5
9.1

6.0

n:=1

n:= 14

=

6.3

n=3

n:=6

6.1

6.6

8.2

SE = 0.30

SE = 0.44

9.1
n::;: 12

SE = 0.35

n=1

SE = 0.25

10

8.2
n::;: 15

SE = 0.30

10

n:=4

n:=5

SE = 0.70

n=3

SE= 0.12

7.6

SE = 0.26

SE = 0.50

5.6

8.3

n::::=II

n::;:2

SE = 0.18

SE = 0.20

6.8
n='9

n=1

11.9
n::;:1

SE = 0.25
10.4

6.9

n::;:6

n::;:8

n::;: 13

SE = 0.24

SE = 0.32

SE = 0.39

;.'~'.

Cl

>-

'"

-<

.~

n:=3

SE = 0.23
11.4

n:=4

8.8

10.5

6.4
n::;:

7.3
n:=1

5.9

SE = 0.65

SE = 0.25

SE = 0.15
12.4

n=9

5.2

8.2

n:=3

n:= 14

n::;:

6.2

6.4

5.8

No
collection

Molly Wagle

SE = 0.68

'.

7.3
n=1

SE = 0.25

SE = 0.34
8.1

SE = 0.49
n:=3

n=4

10

SE = 0.23
n=6

Roadside No. I

n

SE = 0.21

female

SE=0.13

5.6

5.9

9.5

5.4

Spangler

n=4

SE = 0.33

SE = 0.15

male

4.9

No
collection

5.1

5.4

female

male

female

male

June

February

November

August

in Lee Co., Virginia.

10.4
n=5

SE = 0.22
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Table 3. Comparison of mature C. antennatus body lengths between stream
and pool habitats and seasonal collections. The number of first antennal segments is compared between stream and pool populations.
Significance is determined by one-way analysis of variance (model-I).
F
ratio

Numerator
df

Denominator
df

P

Mature male
body lengths
between habitats

70.7

I

194

<0.001
Sig.

Mature male
body lengths
between seasons

1.2

3

196

>0.05
N.S.

Mature female
body lengths
between habitats

173.8

34

<0.001
Sig.

Mature female
body lengths
between seasons

0.4

36

>0.05
N.S.

First antennal
segment number
between habitats

476.8

511

<0.001
Sig.

3

than that of stream-dwelling ones (Table 3). Linear regression analyses (modelII, Bartlett) of the oumber of first antennal segments to body length produced
different slopes in each of the six cave populations (Fig. 4). The three stream
populations exhibited greater positive" slopes than the three pool populations,
with the two extremes, Gallohan No, 2 and Roadside No. I caves, being sig" nificantly (P<O.OOI) different (Fig. 4).
Live amphipods, observed in the field and in the "laboratory, exhibited a distinct"difference in body integument coloration from the two habitats. Streamdwelling amphipods are brownish in color in co"ntrast to pool-dwelling ones
which are whitish in color.

DIS<::USSION
It has been determined that significant morphological variation exists among
populations of C. antennatus living in different cave habitats in a small section
of the overall range. Environmental differences between habitats apparently
influence this variation.
.

Table 4. Correlation of mature male and female C. antennatus body lengths
with environmental parameter values (See Table I).
Overall
food
rating

Current
velocity
rating

Population
density
C. antennatus

Population
density
isopods

Predator
sightings

temperature

Mature male
body length

r= 0.853
n=22
P<O.OI
Sig.

r= 0.903
n= II
P<O.OI
Sig.

r=0.801
n= 22
P<O.OI
Sig.

r=-0.487
n= 15
P>O.05
N.S.

r=-

Mature female

r= 0.823
n= 14
P<O.OI
Sig.

r= 0.488
n=7
P>0.05
N.S.

r= 0.716
n= 15
P<O.OI
Sig.

r=-0.250
n=9
P>O.05
N.S.

r=-0.440
n=6
P>0.05
N.S.

body length

Average
water

0.474
n=6
P>0.05
N.S.

r=-0.488
n= 21
P<0.05
Sig.
r=-0.473
n= 14
P>O.05
N.S.
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Fig. 4. Regression (model-II, Bartlett) of C. alllennatus body length plotted against the number
of first antennal segments in each of the six caves. A significant difference was found between Gallahan No.2 and Roadside NO.1 cave populations (F(I,I7I)=18.9.
P<O.OOI).

The amount of available food within each habitat appears to be the most
important environmental factor affecting mature body length in C. antennatus.
Results from both this study (Table 4) and a laboratory investigation of morphological variation in juvenile C. antenna/us reared on different substrates
(Dickson, in press) indicate a direct relationship between available food and
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body length. Similar observations on the amount of habitat food affecting'
body length were made in cave populations of another troglobitic crustacean,
the crayfish Orconec/es pellucidus (Jegla et aI., 1965).
Population densities of C. antenna/us and average water temperature of
the habitats, although indicating a direct relationship with mature amphipod
body lengths (Table 4), represent factors which are also correlated with overall
food ratings of the habitats and thus probably have no major individual effects
on mature body size. This interpretation
is supported by studies on populations of other freshwater crustaceans. Population density was not observed
to affect mature body lengths in populations of the copepod Cyclops s/renuus
strenuus (Elgmork and Halvorsen, 1976) and the crayfish Orconectes pellucidus (Jegla et aI., 1965). In a laboratory investigation of the amphipod Gammarus pulex, decreased water temperatures were related to decreased biomass
production and smaller size (Nilsson, 1974).
Current velocity and incidence of flooding are two of the most frequently
cited causes for the selection of small size in stream invertebrates (Pennak.
1953; Houston, 1960; Patrick, 1970). This variation is explained as an adaptation to flowing water habitats through both the decrease of surface area exposed to water currents and the ability of organisms to move deeper into the
benthic gravels. Based on observations by Culver (1973a) on the presence of
apparently smaller mature C. antenna/us in benthic gravels of Cope and Gallahan NO.2 caves, size variation in this species was initially thought to represent an adaptation to flowing waters. After comparison of all of the populations investigated. current velocity does not appear to be a primary factor in
the selection of smaller body lengths in C. an/ennaIUS, as larger amphipod
body lengths were correlated with greater average current velocities (Table 4).
Severe depression of population densities of C. antenna/us has been noted
due to intense competition with the isopods. A. reeurva/us and L. usdagalull
(Culver, 1973a). This effect was also observed in the present study; however,
no evidence was found to indicate that population densities of potentially
competitive isopods were a major cause of mature body length variation in
C. antenna/us (Table 4). The presence of relatively large populations of amphipod predators also was not found to be associated with smaller C. antenna/us in the habitats studied (Table 4). These results support Culver's (1973b)
observations that the salamander G. porphyriticus does not exhibit feeding
selectivity for larger prey over smaller prey, thus indicating the apparent absence of predator-influenced selection pressure for small body size.
Another morphological feature found to vary in C. antenna/us populations
was the relationship between body length and the number of first antennal
segments. The first pair of antennae in amphipods plays an important role in
chemoreception (Kaestner, 1970). The length of the first antennae frequently
seems to be an allometric function of body length (Holsinger, 1967; Holsinger
and Culver, 1970) and the number of segments added during each molt can
vary between individuals of the same species (Geisler, 1944).
The number of first antennal segments in C. antenna/us was found to be
significantly greater in pool populations than in stream populations (Table 3).
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This was initially thought to represent an allometric growth function involving
additional antenna I segments being associated with larger amphipods. After
examination of regression slopes representing this linear relationship in the
six populations (Fig. 4), it becomes apparent that another factor is also affecting this relationship. The regression lines of the three stream populations
are found to exhibit greater positive slopes than the pool populations, indicating that a greater number of first antennal segments per unit body length
are associated with the smaller stream amphipods. Although this might be
caused by an increase in the number of molts in stream habitat amphipods,
the associated increase in metabolic activity which is necessary for ecdysis
(Waterman, 1960) would not be expected to occur more frequently in relatively
food-poorer habitats. If it is assumed that the chemosensory structures located
on the first antennae are utilized to locate food, this population variation could
represent a selective adaptation to increasingly food-poor habitats through
the accumulation of additional sets of chemoreceptors located on each segment. Although not significant, a trend was observed in juvenile C. antenna/us
in which amphipods reared on food-poor substrates possessed a greater number of first antennal segments than individuals reared on food-rich substrates
(Dickson, in press). Increase in numbers of sensory structures in relation to
less available habitat food has also been noted in cave populations of amblyopsid fish (Poulson, 1963).
The integumentary
pigment of amphipods is composed of various carotenoid-protein complexes which must be obtained from food sources (i.e., leaf
and woody detrital material) because of the inability to synthesize them
(Beatty, 1949; Kaestner, 1970). Some troglobitic crustaceans are thought to
have genetically lost the ability to utilize carotenoids in integumentary pigmentation, while in others it depends on exposure to food materials containing
these substances (Beatty, 1942; Maguire, 1961; Wolfe and Cornwell, 1964).
The distinct variation in integument coloration between stream and pool populations is apparently due to differences in the type of available food. Populations inhabiting streams possess a brownish integument, probably due to the
availability of carotenoid materials in stream detritus. Pool populations possess a whitish integument, apparently because of the lack of allochthonous
plant material and the loss of carotenoids from drip water due to percolation
through limestone as reported by Beatty (1942). Similar results were found in
a laboratory study which correlated integument coloration with food type in
young C. antenna/us (Dickson, in press).
Strong (1972) found through laboratory breeding experiments that morphological variation in isolated populations of the amphipod Hyaiella azreca was
inherited. However, two factors tend to indicate that morphological variation
in C. antenna/us is environmentally rather than genetically induced. The populations of C. antenna/us investigated are not believed to be isolated genetically for reasons stated under Methods and Materials; and, second, the significant morphological variation observed in juvenile C. antenna/us from a single
clutch under-different environmental conditions (Dickson, in press) indicates
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the presence of morphological nexibility within amphipods from a single habitat.
Studies by Culver (1973a, in press) indicating that C. antennatus experiences
the most intense competition and exhibits the highest migration rates of all
of the aquatic cave crustaceans in Lee Co., Virginia and the evidence for its
high dispersal potential between caves (Holsinger, 1969, 1975) suggests that
this species has evolved increased vagility to escape competitive pressures.
Variability encompassed within the genome and the accompanying ability to
adapt to various environmental conditions would enhance this species survival
in the habitats encountered during dispersal.
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SUMMARY
Populations
of the troglobitic (i.e., obligatory cavernicole) amphipod
Cr011K01/)'X anrennafm
living in two distinct aquatic habitats were examined for possible morphological
variation. Collections were made seasonally for one year in six Lee Co., Virginia caves, three with mud-haltom
pools and three with small gravel-bottom streams. Environmental
parameters thought to influence
population
variation were recorded for each of the six caves. Rody length of mature amphipods
was found to be greater in the mud-bottom
pool habitats, whercas stream amphipods possessed
more first antenna I segments per unit body length. Variation was also observed in integument
coloration: stream amphipods were characterized by a brownish integument and pool amphipods
a whitish integument. Differences in the type and amount of available food in the two habitats
is considered the most important environmental
parameter affecting morphological
variation.
The population variation noted between habitats is believed indicative of the adaptive flexibility
of this vagile troglobitic species.

RESUME
Une eventuellc variation morphologique
a ete rccherchee chez CranKonyx antenna/us. Amphipode
troglobie (c'est-a-dire cavernicole obligatoire), dans dcs populations vivant dans deux biotopes
aquatiques distincts. Des recoltes saisonnicres ont ete faites pendant une annee dans six grottes
du Lee Co. (Virginie), trois d'entre elles presentant des flaques d'eau it fond argileux, les trois
autres d~s cours d'eau a tits de graviers. Les parametres du milieu susceptibles d'influcnccr la
variation de la population ont ete cnrcgistrcs dans chacune des six grottes. Les Amphipodcs ma~
tures des naqucs d'eau ont une taille plus grande, tandis que chcz ccux des eaux courantes Ie
nombre des premiers segments antennaires est plus cleve, correlativement
it la longueur du corps.
La couleur du tegument montre aussi une variation: les Amphipodes des eaux courantes sont ca.
racterises par un tegument brunatre, ccux des flaqucs par un tegument blanchatre. D'apres les
differences observees dans Ie type et la quantite de nourriture disponible dans les deux biotopes,
on doit considerer Ie facteur nourriture comme Ie parametre Ie plus important de la variation
morphologique.
La variation des populations
des deux biotopes montre, selon toute vraisemblance, la souplesse d'adaptation
de cette espece troglobic.
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Nouvelles donnees sur I'ecologie erla biogeographie de
Niphargus nadarini Alouf (Crustaces, Amphipodes)

par
N. J. ALOUF*

New data about the biogeo2rAphy
phipoda)

and the ecolo2Y of Niphargus

nadarini

Alouf (Crustacea,

Am.

SUMMARY
Some new samples made between 1971 and 1975 show that the area of extension of /l/ipharXII.\'
nadarini Alouf is the Biqa's plain. New data about the ecology of this species is given.

Lors de la description de Niphargus nadarini Alouf (1972), cette espece n'etait
connue que des puits du village Hawsh Hala-Rayack et son statut ecologique
restait d'definir. Des prospections ulterieures, en vue d'elargir son aire de repartition, permirent sa decouverte dans les puits d'une autre localite et dans
les eaux de deux resurgences. Le moyen de recolte dans les puits etait la balance classique posee prealablement pour quelques heures et Ie filet de Surber
pour ['eau de surface des resurgences.

DESCRIPTION

DES STATIONS

Puils
Le village Talia est a 13 km au N.NE. de Hawsh Hala. Les coordonnees sont:
X: 2214, Y: 1847, altitude 1034 m feuille de Rayack au 1/50.000°. Les puits
sont profonds de 37 m. L'eau, dont la temperature est de 17.5° en Septembre,
se rencontre a 35 m du sol. Les recoltes furent effectuees Ie 1/9171 et Ie
14/9171. Les Niphargus captures sont grands de taille, probablement adultes,
• Faculte des sciences. Universite libanaise. Hadath Beyrouth.
Adresse actuelle: Nicolas Alouf V 8, Mail Service of Lebanon,

Liban.
LARNACA

(Cyprus).
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et "'pondent a Ia description du type de N. nadarini, excepte un individu qui
avait une epine Iaterale sur un lobe du telson.
Resurgences

La resurgence Shamsine est a 15 km au S.SE. de Hawsh Hala. Les coordonnees sont: X: 1708, Y: 2005, altitude 871 m, feuille de Rachaya Nord au
1/50.000°. Cette station a ete prospectee durant toute l'annee 1974 (Alouf,
a paraitre) et Ia majeure partie de l'annee 1975, dans Ie but de connaitre la
faune de 'surface. Les prelevements avaient lieu

a

deux endroits: A I ou 2

metres du point de sortie de l'eau et dans Ia mare qui y fait suite. La premiere
station hebergeait des Niphargus durant une partie de l'annee, tandis qui Ia
seconde en etait depourvue. Cette resurgence est du type trop-plein, Ies points
de sortie de l'eau se trouvent dissemines Ie long de Ia ligne de contact entre Ia
plaine alluviale et Ie karst Nummulithique aquifere. La temperature est stable,
les extremes observes sont de 14.8 et de 15.8°C. Les releves sont faits vers midi
et ant lieu entre Ie 15 et 20 de chaque mois. Taus Ies Niphargus captures sont
des jeunes, petits de taille.
Detail des donnees
1974
tOC
Nb.

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII VIII IX

XI

XII

15.4 15.2 15.4 15.4 15.4 15.7 15.8 14.8 14.8 15.6 15.5 15.3
0

0

I

1

2

3

5

0

0

1975
tOC 15.3 14.9 14.9 14.9 15.7 15.6 15.7 15.6 15.4
Nb.

X

I

I"

3

37

14

8

* Un"erecolte, dans Ie milieu interstitiel
fondeur, a donne 12 Niphargus.

0

0

a une vingtaine

I

0

0

0

15.8
I

de centimetres de pro-

Repartition geographique de Niphargus nadarini 'au Liban.
- L'espace avec des tiretes indique I'emplacement du lac au neogene.
- Les ronds pleins indiquent les stations Ii resultats positifs.
- Les ronds vides indiquent les stations a resultats negatifs.
N° I - Puits a Hawsh Barada.
N° 2 - Puits a Magdalo.n (Majdaloun).
N° 3 - Puits
Talia.
N° 4 - Resurgence Bardauni.
N° 5 - Resurgence Ras-I-'Ayn a Qabb lIyas.
N° 6 - Source Shtaura.
N° 7 - Puits a Sa'dnayiL
N° g - Puits a Hawsh Hiila.
N° 9 - Puits a Turbol (Tourbol).
N° 10 - Resurgence Shamsine.
N° II _. Puits dans l'andenne mine de bitume a Hiishayya.

a
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La resurgence Ras-I-'Ayn a Qabb Ilyas, dontles coordonnees sont: X: 1580,
Y: 2067, altitude 990 m, est a 19 km au S.W. de Hawsh Hala. Elle a ete prospectee durant la seconde moitie de I'annee 1973, toutd'annee 1974 et la premiere moitie de l'annee 1975. Cest, aussi, une source de trop-plein. Les prelevements, en quete de [aune de surface, ant lieu au milieu du cours engendre,
lars de la saison <ies pluies, par les caux des sources, formant la resurgence, et
par l'eau de ruissellement. La temperature de I'eau du ruisseau au niveau des

sources varie' entre 8.5, Hvrier 1975, et 15.2°C, Septembre 1975. Celie des
sources va de 12.5, Hvrier 1975, et 14.5°C en ete. La faune specifique au
milieu souterrain, qu'on pelit capturer dans la zone des sources, est pratiquement absente, du fait que reau de ruissellement ucamout1e" la source, surtout
en periode de crue. Toutefois, au debut du mois de Mai 1975, it y avait un

jeune Niphargus dans une recolte prise a un endroit proche d'un point de sortie
de reali. Malheureusement, les prospections ant dO cesser a cause de l'etat
d'insecurite dans Ie pays.

\

CONSIDE'\ATIONS

ECOLOGIQUES

Les modalites de la colonisation du milieu souterrain P,lr N. nadarini ne nous
sont pas eonnues de me-me que la limite des marges que eet animal peut supporter. Ainsi, les maxima et les minima de temperature observes montrent un
ecart de 5° pour I'ensemble des stations et qui se reduit Ii I au 2° seulement si
chaque station est prise Ii part. Les donnees actuelles sont, encore, assez frag-

mentaires pour emeltre des hypotheses sur la variabilite physiologique en
fonction de la tempera'ture (Ginet et Mathieu 1968). N. nadarini vit dans des
milieux Ii temperature relativement elevee, 12 Ii 18°, par comparaison

avec

les especes europeennes qui ont leur optimum entre 8 et 14° (Ginet 1960).
Les localites de Hawsh Hala-Rayack, Talia et Shamsine sont sur Ie versant
ouest de I'Anti Liban. Les puits et la resurgence sont ali mentes par les chutes
atmospheriques, pluies et surtout neiges, qui arrosent eeUe chaine de montagne. Les puhs sont ereuses dans des depots alluviaux quaternaires qui reposent en discordance, Ii une profondeur indetermine, sur du Nummulithique.

Ces depots qui forment la plaine de la Biqa's.s .. sontle pro9uit de remblayement d'un ancien lac, d'origine marine, qui exista au neogene (Dubertret 1953).
La resurgence de Ras-I-'Ayn est a quelques km de la plaine alluviale sur Ie
versant est du Liban. Le terrain est karstique.
Bien que d'autres localites presentent ces memes conditions, il n'a pas ete
possible de rencontrer N. nadarini dans d'autres resurgences et puits de la

region (voir carte). Ces resu1tats negatifs peuvent etre dOs, soit a des accidents

, geologiques,

geomo'~phologiques

ou humains, soit Ii de mauvaises methodes

,de prospection. Ce Niphargus semble etre une espece des eaux interstitielles
. coltmisant"les katslKerIes alluvions quaternaires. Toutefois, si la balance c1as-

sique, moyen de recolte dans les puits, permet l'obtention d'adultes, Ie filet de
Surber ne permet la capture que d'animaux Ii la derive qui sont, surtout, des
jeunes ineapables de s'accrocher au substrat lors de periodes de crue, Ceci
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serait valable aussi bien pour Ia faune aquatique d'origine epigee (Decamps et
Rouch 1973) que pour Ia faune du milieu inter~titiel.
L'ensoleillement,
tres intense dans ceUe region, est nettement deravorable
au rayonnement et la colonisation de certains milieux, i.e. sources et ruisselets de sources, que Ie Niphargus est capable d'occuper dans certaines regions
01\ Ies conditions
climatiques sont assez proches de celles du Liban, telle que
la Corse (Stock 1972). Cette confination au milieu souterrain peut etre, aussi,
imputee au fait que Ia zone en question heberge, au Liban, des Gammares et
qu'une certaine exclusive, quoique loute relative, entre ces deux groupes
d'Amphipodes
semble etre Ia regIe avec, toutefois, des exceptions (Ginet,
Magne et Carrayat 1963).
Quoiqu'il en soit, it est certain que ccUe espece a envahit Ie domaine limnique, au plus tard, au Nummulithique, date de la derniere incursion marine au
Liban. Son centre de rayonnernent sera it la vallee du Litani a l'emplacement
de ce qui fut Ie lac durant Ie neogene. Les conditions paleoecologiques qui y
regnerent rappellent les conditions qui dominaient dans Ie bassin pannonique,
centre de rayonnement de Niphargus en Europe (Dubertret
1955, Ruffo et
Krapp Schickel 1969 et Sket 1970).

a

R~SUM~

De nouvelles recoltes faites entre 1971 et 1975 ont permis d'ctendre l'aire de repartition de NipharAlouf Ii ('ensemble de la plaine de la Biqa'. De nouvel1es donnees sur l'ecologie de
cette Ci\peCesont donnees.

gus nadarini
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Stenasellus escolai n. sp., Crustacea Isopoda Asellota des
eaux souterraines d'Espagne meridionale

par
Guy MAGNIEZ'

SUMMARY

Stenasellus escolai n. sp., Crustacea Isopoda Asellota from the subterranean waters of Southern
Spain.
This new species was captured in the phreatic waters of Guad2.lquivir valley, where it lives together
with another, very small-sized Stenasellid: Sf. bragai Magniez, previously described.
It belongs to the phyletic line of Sf. breuiJi Racovitza, which colonizes the subterranean waters
of the Iberic peninsula.

ORIGINE DU MATERIEL: Ce nouveau Stenasellide a ete capture par Monsieur Claude Bou, en aout 1972,au cours de prospect ions des eaux souterraines
d'Espagne meridionale par Ie procMe des sondages tubes Bou-Rouch. La
station est situee stir Ie Guadalquivir, a environ 10 km en amont du confluent
du fleuve avec Ie Guadiana Menor. un peu en aval du barrage supportant la
route de Torreperogil i Peal-de-Becerro, province de laen (renseignements
aimablement communiques par mon collegue Cl. Bou que je remercie de la
eonfianee qu'it me temoigne en meUant ee materiel a rna disposition). Nous
dedions eeUe forme au Dr. O. Eseola, de Barcelone, en raison de ses importantes contributions i la biospeleologie espagnole.
LOT CAPTU RE: 3 c3 adultes de 4.5; 4,7 et 5 mm; I \' de 4 mm immature
(sans oostegites); I jeune de 1,5 mm sans pereiopodes VII (ler stade libre); 2
jeunes de 1,7 mm i pereiopodes VII rudimentaires (2eme stade Iibre) et I jeune
de 1,9 mm i pereiopodes VII parfaits, mais plus courts que les VI (3eme stade
libre). Les dimensions de ees trois stades larvaires libres, eorrespondant aux
trois premieres intermues postmarsupiales, sont done pratiquement identiques
a eelles relevees chez Stenasellus vi,e;.
.
• Laboratoire de Biologie Animale et Generale, Universite de Dijon, 6, Bd. Gabriel. 21000 Dijon.
France.
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Figures I:
I. Pereionite VII, pleon et uropodes de la

« de 4 mm; e = 333 IJ.

2. Extremitt': d'une antennule du <5 de 5 mm; e = 50

11.

3. Article III de la hampe et squama d'une antenne du meme; e

=

50 IJ,.

4. Lobe interne de la maxillule gauche du meme; e = 33 p..
5. Mandibule gauche du meme (P = palpe, supprime; L = lacinia mobili.~); e = 50
6. Pereiopode I gauche du meme; e = 100 IJ..

/-1.

CARACTtRES
GENERAUX:
St. escolai n. sp. est un Stenasel/us de taille
moyenne, dont les <;> adultes devraient atteindre quelques 7-8 mm. L'aspect
general rappelle celui de St. virei virei: teguments bien indures, corps grele
(largeurs respectives de la tete, des pereionites I, IV, VlIet du pleotelson: 640,
650, 700, 680 et 620 1-', chez la <;> de 4 mm), mais appendices robustes, avec une
chetotaxie generale bien developpee.
Cephalon subtrapezoidal,
plus large que long, a bord rostral bien concave.
Regions pleurales des pereionites etroites, coxopodites des pereiopodes II-VII
aussi developpes que ceux de St. virei et debordant legerement les pereionites
(fig. I, 13). Pleonites I et II bien developpes en longueur. Pleotelson allonge,
a pointe caudale effacee (fig. I).
APPENDICES
CEPHALIQUES:
Fouet de l'antennule (fig. 2) comp!an!
jusqu'a 9 articles avec 6 lames olfactives de 95-100 I-' sur les distaux (foue! de 2
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9

!

e

2
Figures II:
7. Pleopode
8. Pleopode
9. Pleopode
10. Pleopode
II. Pleopode
12. Pleopode

I gauche du 0 de 5 mm; e = 100 IJ.
II gauche, face tergale, du ffieme; e = 100 J.L.
II droit de la '.( de 4 mm; e:::; 100}J.
III droit du 0 de 5 mm; e = 200 p..
IV droit du ffieme; e = 100 Ji.
V gauche du meme; e = 100 Po. les endopodites des pleopodes III, IV et V. charnus

et respiratoires,

sont figures en pointilles.
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14

3
Figures III:
13. Cephalon et premiers pereionites, face dorsa Ie, de la '? de 4 mm; c = 200 JJ.
14. Extremite de I'endopodite, face tergale, du pleo!-,ode II gauche du O. de 5 rom. Les setules tapissant la paroi interne et bordan! I'orifice efferent ont etc schcmatisees; e
33 JJ..
15. Le meme, face siernale, mont ran! I'armature de denticules chitineux distaux. L'orifice efferent, tcrgal. est indique en pointilles; e
33 JI..
16. Extremite du pereiopode VII gauche de la 9 de 4 rom; e
50 Jl.
17. Pereiopode V gauche du O. de 5 rnm, montran! la puissante armature stcrnale du carpopodite;
e=IOOp.,

=

=

=

articles, avec une scule L.O. chez Ie jeune au premier stade; 3 articles + I L.O.
au deuxieme stade et 4 articles + 2 L.O. au troisieme).
Antennes atteignant 1a moitie de la longueur du corps, squama bien developpee, portee par Ie troisieme article de la hampe (fig. 3) et munie de 2 tiges lisses;
fouet de 25-27 articles chez Ie " adulte, 22-23 chez la ? , 10 seulement aux ler
et 2eme stades et II au 3eme stade.
Mandibules typiques, massives (fig. 5) avec palpe triarticule normal; article
distal mum d'un peigne de 8 tiges lisses croissant distalement (la distale alleint
120-130 Il).
MaxilIules normales, a lobe externe portant II fortes epines barbelees distales de 30-50 Il, disposees sur deux rangs et quelques setules sur la marge interne; lobe interne (fig. 4) avec 3 fortes tiges rameuses et 2 soies simples sur la
marge distale; marge externe portant quelques setules.
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Maxilles trilobees normales; lobes externe et moyen portant chacun une
rangee distale de 7 lames falciformes, dentelees ~urleur marge interne, de longueur decroissant de !'exterieur (70 1') vers I'interieur (20 1'); lobe interne en tier,
portant distalement une quinzaine de tiges rameuses polymorphes (30-55 1'),
implantees sur deux Tangs, ainsi que de fines saies sur la marge interne.
MAXILLIPEDES:
Typiques
crochets retinaculaires.

de Slenasellidae. sans epipodite;

endite avec 2

a

PEREIOPODES
I: Assez semblables
ceux de St. virei (fig. 6). Propodite
bien renfle, it marge sterna Ie [ortement armee de lames dentelees; marge interne du dactylopodite munie d'une rangee continue de lames simples.

a

PEREIOPODES
II A VII: Robustes et assez trapus,
chetotaxie bien developpee, surtout au niveau de la marge sternale des carpopodites (fig. 17).
Dactylopodites avec une seule epine sterna Ie. Longueurs respectives des pereiopodes I-VII chez Ie 0 de 5 mm: 1,41 - 1,47 - 1,49 - 1,45 - 1,59 - 1,87 et 2,20
mm. Longueurs relatives a celle de P.I1: 0,96 - I - 1,014 - 0,98 - 1,08 - 1,27 et
1,49. Une paire de papilles genitales longues et greles inserees a I'angle interne
des coxopodites VII chez les

o.

PLEOPODES
II ? : Petits et independants
regulierement courbes.

(fig. 9),

a marges

externe et distale

PLEOPODES I o' : Protopodite subtrapezoTdal avec un crochet retinacula ire
sur la marge interne. Rame longue et etroite, a marge externe tres concave.
Une rangee continue de tiges plumeuses sur la marge interne-distale et de setules sur la marge distale (fig. 7).
PLEOPODES
II 0 : Protopodite
subquadrangulaire
avec une forte epine
submarginale sterna Ie externe (fig. 8). Exopodite biarticule avec marge distale
du second article munie de longues soies plumeuses. Endopodite avec article
proximal long et grele; article distal falciforme arme distalement d'une rangee
sterna Ie d'epines (20 environ), decroissant vers l'interieur (fig. 15). Orifice
. efferent subterminal-tergal, petit et a marge garnie de fines soies faisant saillie
a I'exterieur. Parois de la gouttiere interne garnies de rangees de setules dirigees
distalement (fig. 14).
PLEOPODES
peiit (fig. 10).

III: Exopodite

(opercule)

allonge;

endopodite

charnu,

tres

PLEOPODES
IV: Exopodite lamelleux a suture non oblique; article distal
muni de longues soies marginales plumeuses (fig. II); endopodite petit et
charnu.
PLEOPODES

V: Exopodite

indure, biarticule, en massue, plus long que l'en-
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dopodite; line aire glandulaire couverte d'ecailles cuticulaires sur la marge
interne-distalc. Endopodite charou arque, respiratoire comme les endopodites

1II et IV (fig. 12).
UROPODES: Birames normaux, pratiquement aussi longs que Ie pleotelson
(fig. I).
REMARQUES:
I. Les details de structure (epines distales sur rorgane copulateur, constitution des'pleopodes I <5, des pleopodes IV et V) montrent que St. escolai appartient;l la lignee iberique de St. breuili (cf. Magniez 1974a, p. 42-43), qui
comprend

aussi Sr. galhanoae Braga de puits de I'Algarve et St. braga;

Magniez du sous-ecoulement du Guadalquivir.
2. St. escolai n. sp. et St. bragai vivent ensemble dans Ie meme biotope: la
nappe fluviale du Guadalquivir. Le fait que les deux especes aient ete capturees
ensemble en 1972 et que tous les stades de rune et rautre soient representes
dans Ie lot provenant d'un meme pompage indique qu'il y a cohabitation parfaite entre clIes, peut-etre dans des interstices de tailles differentes. au scin des

alluvions (cf. Magniez 1974b, p. 148, fig. 22). Jusqu';l present, trois cas de
cohabitation de 2 especes de Stenasellides ont ete signales: Magniezia ajricana
(Monod) + Parastenasellus chappuisi (Remy) dans un puits de Man (ented'lvoire), M. guineensis (Braga) + P. chappuisi dans un puits de Gabu (Guinee-Bissau) et Mexistenasellus wilkensi + M. parzejalli Magniez dans une
groUe du Mexique. A chaque fois, l'association comprend une espece robuste
et forlement armee, dont ant peut penser que les moeurs carnassieres sont de-

veloppees et une seconde espece plus faible, aux pereiopodes I greles, sans
doute plus polyphage. L'assoeiation de la nappe du Guadalquivir ne fait pas
exception, puisque nous y trcuvons une forme robuste aux pereiopodes I puis-

sants (fig. 6): St. escolai n. sp., accompagnant une forme naine et gracile: St.
bragai (Magniez 1976, fig. 5-6).
3. Dans une publication precedente (Magniez 1974a), j'ai note (p. 43) la decouverte de St. escolai n. sp., ainsi que sa localisation geographique (p. 48,
fig. 10, nO 25, Stenasellus sp. nov. 2).
Manuscrit termine en octobre 1975.
R~SUM~
CcUe nouvelle espece a etc capturec dans la nappe Ouviale du Guadalquivir ou elle vit en compagnie d'un autre. Stcnasellide
de tres petite taille: Sr. hragai Magniez. prcccdemmcnt
dccrit. Elle
appartient a la lignee de S{enase!lm hrt'lliIi Racovitza. repanduc dans Ics caux soutcrraines de la

peninsule iberique.
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minerals, and speleothems (W. B. White) includes a checklist of all cave minerals, description of nine forms of speleothems, a complete mineralogy of
carbonate deposits, evaporite minerals and minerals of possible organic origin.
Physics of caves (T. M. L. Wigley and M. C. Brown) deals with the meteorology and geophysical detection of caves. Cave faunas (G. T. Jefferson) includes
interstitial organisms plus those normally associated with the cave environment with emphasis on British species. Cave flora (B. D. Cubbon) stresses, of
necessity, the detection, role and culturing of bacteria and fungi. Bats in caves
(J. H. D. Hooper) is a generalized, but complete summary of all aspects of
chiroptean behavior. Cave paleontology and archeology (A. J. Sutcliffe, D.
Bramwell, A. King and M. Walker) is an extraordinarily complete review, not
only of British sites, but many European and non-European sites as well. The
computer in speleology (J. D. Wilcock) stresses information retrieval, routine
processing of data, graphics and statistics with applications to cave studies.
This is a complete index of caves, plus a subject index. The text is supplemented by several hundred figures, maps, charts and diagrams.

HOLSINGER,
John, Roger A. BAROODY and David C. CULVER,
Invertehrate Cave Fauna of West Vi'Rinia. West Vi'J;inia Speleological
vey, Bull. 7: 1-82. 1976.

The
Sur-

Approximately
188 species of invertebrate animals representing 63 families and
102 genera are recorded from West Virginia caves; 68 species, or about 36 percent" of the total invertebrate fauna, are troglobites (obligatory cavemicoles).
Data were collected and analyzed from 180 caves in 14 counties. The taxa represented are: flatworms (6 species), snails (9 species), clitellates (19 species),
crustaceans (39 species), symphylans (I species), millipeds (20 species), insects
(56 species) and arachnids (38 species).
Three regional cave faunas are recognized: (1) the upper Potomac Basin
fauna, (2) the upper Monongahela
Basin fauna and (3) the upper Kanawha
Basin fauna. Faunal regions are further subdivided into faunal subunits based
on endemic species and local geology. The richest cave faunal subunit in terms
of species diversity is the Greenbrier Valley which extends from northeastern
Pocahontas County south through Greenbrier County to southern Monroe
County. This area contains 35 troglobites, of which 18 are endemic.
Based on dispersal and distribution patterns, troglobitic species are assigned
to one of five categories: (I) highly localized endemics, (2) subunit endemics,
(3) regional endemics, (4) inter-regional endemics, (5) widely distributed species. Interstitial dispersal is offered as an explanation for the rather extensive
ranges of some of the aquatic troglobites, whereas the wide ranges of some of
the terrestrial troglobites are believed to result from limited surface migration
through endogean habitats. The evolution of terrestrial troglobites probably
resulted from a complex sequence of events during the Pleistocene that involved troglophile ancestors. A multiple origin involving both phreatobites
and drainage changes is postulated for aquatic troglobites.
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Abstracts
ANELLI, Franco. Nuove osservazioni sui fenomeni carsici, paracarsici e pseudocarsici. Alii del Seminario di Speleogenesi Varenna. 5-8 ollobre 1972.
Grolle d'/Ialia 4: 165-192. 1975.
This paper deals with a problem of terminology first considered ten years ago.
It is considered proper to give a precise definition of the term karst, para karst
and pseudokarst, referring to the different features in various lithostratigrafic
complexes and therefore depending upon different alteration processes. Recalling the fundamental concepts reported by Gortani in 1933 on karst processes, the author emphasizes the importance of a clear classification of the
karstic phenomena in the three terms listed above. To confirm such a classification a long list of karst features and many examples of peculiar forms are
reported. These examples refer to initial and fully developed features originated both by water solution processes in water soluble rocks and in insoluble
rocks having only a morphological (but not genetical) analogy with the former.

ANON. Sto rokov archeologickeho
vensky Kras. 13: 3-37. 1975.

vyskumu v jaskyniach

na Slovensky.

Slo-

Archeological research in the caves of Slovakia started in the year 1871 when
B. Majliath excavated fossil skulls, silexes and mammoth molars from the
Liskovska caves. These were presented to the National Museum in Budapest
where the skull in particular created a great sensation. These remains are probably of Neolithic age. Between 1874 and 1879 investigations were undertaken
in the Aksamitka oave near Haligovce and the finds sent to Budapest. These
artifacts and remains were considered of paleolithic age. Burned bones from
the Yelka Ruiinska cave, discovered in 1880, are also considered to be paleolithic. Between the two world wars extensive systematic research was undertaken with paleolithiC finds from the Prepostska cave near Bojnice and at
Horna Tufna. Remains of neolithic, bronze and Hallstatt age were uncovered
in the Jasovska cave (1924-1925) and of neolithiC age from the Ardovska cave
and Domica and Dupna holes (1932-1935). After World War II when science
was widely supported by the state, considerable speleoarcheologiC work was
undertaken.
Revised investigation of Prepostska cave near Bojnice in 1950
confirmed the- Mousterian settlement which had not been previously recognized. The systematic research of Certova pee near Radou verified the
superposition of three paleolithic cultures and the most ancient settlement of
old Mousterian. Paleolithic settlement of the Jasovska and Ak,samitaka caves
has also been established. Two human masks of great antiquity have been obtained from two vertical caves near Silica. Remarkable economico-social
knowledge from the Neolithic age was gained from the Ardovska cave and
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In Chvalovska

cave were found traces of coinforging

in the 15th

BARRA, J. A. and K. CHRISTIANSEN.
Experimental study of aggregation
during the development of Pseudosine/la impediens (Collembola, Entomobryidae). Pedobiologia, 15: 343-347. 1975.
The general and food aggregation tendencies of the Collemhola Pseudosinella
impediens were tested under stable cave conditions of no light, high humidity
and fixed temperature (I2-13°C). Organisms were tested at each instar from
I to V. It was found that there was a striking increase in general aggregation
and a somewhat less striking decrease in food aggregation. It is suggested that
these changes may recapitulate the evolutionary history of habitat change in
this species. The study demonstrates the repeatibility of behavioural tests of
this sort.

BECK, Barry, Mitchell FRAM and Juan R. CARVAJAL. The Aguas Buenas
caves, Puerto Rico: geology, hydrology, and ecology with special reference to
the histoplasmosis fungus. NSS, Bull., 38 (I): 1-16. 1976.
The Aguas Buenas Caves drain an area of 5.6 km' and provide approximately
350,000 mJ (90,000,000 gallons) of potahle water annually, a major portion of
the water supply of the town of Aguas Buenas. The bat population is an important part of the local ecology, helping both to control insects and to pollinate plants. Almost all the life inside the caves is dependent upon the bat guano
as the base of its food supply. Histoplasma capsulatum is definitely present
and is a serious health hazard. Although this fungus lives in the bat guano,
the removal of the bats will not necessarily eliminate the fungus. The bat population is delicate and easily disturbed. It would be detrimental to destroy any
of the bats or to unnecessarily disturb their roosting areas, with the exception
of excluding them from those portions of the cave which are to be developed.
Any chemicals used to eliminate histoplasmosis from the guano will rapidly
contaminate the river which is a part of the water supply of the town of Aguas

Buenas.
BOEGU," Alfred. La Corrosione

Alii del seminario di
d'italia, 4: 333-344. 1975.

per Miscela D'arque.

speleogenesi Varenna, 5-8 ollohre, 1972.

CreJlte

Karstic caves are due mainly to corrosion; as is pointed out by the well-known
formula, the presence of CO, is always necessary, This kind of dissolution ex-

plains the corrosive action of water circulating within a free air surface and,
under certain circumstances, of water flowing in the vadose zone. The corrosion acting in the phreatic zone is not explained with the exception of a rare
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instance in the upper part of the zone. Corrosion by mixing waters containing
different amounts of calcium bicarbonate concerns every karstic zone, from
the deepest parts of the phreatic zone to the surface. Existence of this type of
corrosion is supported by many morphological examples.

BONZANO, C. Attivita biospeleologica
leo I. Imperiese CAl, 5: 35-37. 1975.

ne 1975. Boll. Interno Gruppo

Spe-

A summary of 1975 biological collecting by II Gruppo Speleologico Imperiese
CAl. Several crustaceans (Proasellus, Niphargus, Buddelundiella, and Poreellio). an undescribed spider (Troxlohl'phantes). pseudoscorpions (Cthonius.
ROflCUS). diplopods (Cro.<iso.'wma. Anlroherposoma.
Po/ydesmus. Anlroverhoe{fia). carabid beetles (Duvalius, Sphodropsis, Actenipus, Trichotichnus,
Scotodipnus), pselaphid beetles (Glyphybythus), catopid beetles (Parabathyscay, a salamander (Salamandra), a toad (Bu/o), and several bats (Rhinolophus,
Myotis) are mentioned.
BOWMAN, T. E. A new genus and species oftroglobitic cirolanid isopod from
San I.uis Potosi. Mexico. Occ. Pal'. M/ls. Texas Tech. Univ.. 27: 1-7. 1975.

Mexilana saluposi, new genus and species, is described from Cueva del H uisache. The relationships

of all the cirolanid

genera are discussed.

DELAMARE
DEBOUTTEVILLE,
C., N. COINEAU and E. SERBAN. Decouverte de la famille des Parahathynellidae
(Bathynellacea) en Amerique du
Nord: Texallohathl'llella howmani, C. R.. A cad. Sci .. 280: 2223-2226. 1975.
A new genus and species described from Gorman Cave, San Saba County and
Roaring Springs, Motley County, Texas.
DROPPA,

Anton.

Krasove javy Belianskej doliny vo velkej fatre. Slovenskj

Kras. 13: 107-129. 1975.
The karst terrain of Belianska dolina on the northwestern side of the Great
Fatra (in the western Carpathians) contains dark-grey limestones and dolomite's of the middle Triassic. Surface streams divide the terrain into a series of
mountainous ridges and isolated summits. From the surface karst formations
there emerge talus springs, karst springs, plus dry valleys. Nine caves are
known, 25-225 m long, in this area. All these caves are of fissure-corrosion
origin, enlarged by collapse and not exhibiting any secondary deposition. The
lack of sinkholes and simultaneous origin of fluvial caves can qe explained by
the 'surface streams being of autochotonous origin and heavily saturated with
CaCO,. Relianska dolina karst is a type of incised karst with imperfectly developed 'surface and subterranean forms.
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Derek. Castleguard

cave, an alpine cave in the Canadian

Rockies.

Studies in Speleology, 2 (7-8): 299-310. 1975.
Castleguard Cave, a limestone cave with a total surveyed length of II kilometers, opens at an altitude of 2000 metres in the Canadian Rockies. It exterids further beneath existing glaciers than any other known cave, terminating
iiI a flat wall of glacier ice at the base of the Columbia Icefield, estimated to be
335 metres thick at that point. The author classifies the cave as "alpine" and
compares it with caves in more temperate regions. He shows it to be of phreatic
origin, modified in parts by vadose entrenchment and, near the mouth, by later
frost shattering. Seasonal ice extends into the cave for a distance of 450 metres
and there afe fine stalactite formations in the interior.

FORTI, F. Studio geomorfologico dei fori di dissoluzione delle carbonatici
calcaree del Carso Triestino. Aui e Mel". Comm. Gr. "E. Boegan". 12: 19-28.
1973.
Morphological and genetical aspects of dissolution holes in the carbonatic
rocks in the Trieste Carso are described. They were produced by the disolution
occurring in correspondence of joints on outcropping rock surfaces, usually
compact calcium carbonates. The difference is pointed out between their karst
forms brought about by frontal corrosion and the other karst micro-forms
caused by ridge corrosion.

GA VRILIVIC, Dusan. Katastar Pecina kao os nova za speleolosko
krasa Istocne Srbije. Nase jame, 17: 35-44. 1975.

reoniranje

Of a total area of 15,704 km' in Eastern Serbia, 22% of the region is formed by
limestone. In this area about 300 speleological objects have been recorded with
68% being non-active caves and 32% being active or temporarily active caves.
60% have objects of quaternary age while 32% have objects of pre-quaternary
or Neogene age. The special characteristic of the Eastern Serbia karst is that
there are a great number of short. tunnel shaped caves and cave systems with
many levels of galleries. Karst regions can be divided into two basic types: I.
Beljanicki type (dry cave galleries with great vertical and horizontal development with high density); 2. Mirocki type (a great number of active cave channels with small vertical development and low density).

GELUSO, Kenneth, J. SCOTT ALTENBACH
and Don E. WILSON. Bat
Mortality; pesticide poisoning and migratory stress. Science, 194 (4261): 184186. 1976.
Organochlorine

residues in the fat of young Mexican free-tailed bats, Tadarida
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brasiliensis obtained

from Carlsbad Caverns, reached the brain and caused
symptom's of poisoning after the fat mobilization that takes place during migratory flight was simulated. These chemical body burdens were obtained
naturally under free-living conditions at the maternity roost. The data obtained
support the hypothesis that pesticides have contributed to recent declines in
populations of this bat.

GRINDLEY, J. Fauna of the Cape Peninsula Caves. Proc. Int. Congo Cave
Biolol(Y and PaleontoloKv. Olldshoorn. SOlllh A/rica Aug .. 1975, pages 7-11.
1976.
Sandstone caves of Table Mountain and Kalk Bay Mountains, South Africa
have been visited by biologists from early 1900 onwards. The fauna collected
includes the world's only cave Peripatus and the unique Spelaeogrephus which
constituted a completely new order of crustacea. The tiny white isopod Protojanira leleupi occurs only in Kalk Bay caves. Certain genera of cave spiders
have a species restricted to Cape Peninsula Caves.

HARESIMIUK,
krasu kopelneco

M., A. HENKIEL and K. PEKALA. Nisznany
ns rostoczu. Speleologia 8 (2): 98-108. 1975.

typ form

These tubular corrosional forms were found in the Neocene detrital limestones
of the Hoztooze Hills. Their length/width ratio approaches 1:20. The straight
tubular shape and closed end are the most characteristic features of these forms,
which were filled with allochtonous material of solifluctional or eolian origin.
Pelitic calcium carbonate covers the tube walls. The forms are called "candles"
(swiece - in Polish) and show no distinct connection with bedding or jointing
planes. The origin of "candles" is explained in terms of corrosional activity of
rain and melt water during the Quaternary. These waters had been accumulated in small dispersions on bare limestone surfaces.

HABE, France.
11-14. 1975.

Problemi

jamskega

katastra

v Jugoslaviji.

Nose jame, 17:

In Yugoslavia about 10,000 speleological objects have been explored. Their
records are organized by the Republics. The records of SR Slovenia contain
4100 caves and is organized in duplicate by the Spleleological Association and
the Institute for Karst Research of the Slovene Academy. In SR Croatia about
4400 caves are recorded; in SR Bosna and Herzegovina 351; in SR Serbia
about 500; in SR erha gora 400; in SR Macedonia 156. In all republics the
records are organized by local institutions. The records in different republics
have been combined and thus present a unified system of speleological records.
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HABle, Peter. Razlike med alpskim
77-84. 1975.

in Dinarskim

krasom.

Nasejame.

17:

Geological, hydrological, topographic and speleological charactcristics of the
Alpine and Dinaric karst differ to such a degree that they can be regarded as
two distinct karst types. This is emphasized by the climatic, vegetative and
pedologic differences. Both types may represent different phases of karst that
have the same origin. However, the genesis of both types has not heen completely studied.

HUMPHREY,
Stephen R. and Thomas H. KUNTZ. Ecology ofa Pleistocene
relict, the western big-eared bat (Plecotus townsend;;), in the Southern Great
Plains. J. Mammal., 57 (3): 470-494. 1976.

In karst regions of western Oklahoma and Kansas,

PlecolUs (0\1'nsendii

is

locally ubiquitous but low in density. Natality is low but reproductive effort
and pre-weaning survival of young are comparatively high. Movement data
show no consistent pattern of dispersal that would account for a low density.
P. townsendii' uses nursery roosts that are marginal or uninhabitable for locally
sympatric cave-dwelling species. Reproductive success depends on the ability
of individuals in small nursery colonies to maintain a high degree of thcrmal
exchange during pregnancy and lactation. This is facilitated by the formation
of dense clusters in which metabolic heat is shared directly by body contact.
In early and late winter most P. townsendii are absent from caves; presumably
they occupy alternate roosts and forage on warm evenings. In autumn and
early winter some individuals hibernate singly near cave entrances where ambient temperatures are variable but cool cave rock stabilizes body temperatures. By midwinter these sites reach subfreezing temperatures and many
bats move deep into caves, where they may form clusters.

KANE, Thomas C. and Thomas L. POULSON. Foraging by cave bectles,
spatial and temporal heterogeneity of prey. Ecology 57: 793-800. 1976.
This study assesses the effect of temporal and spatial heterogeneity of preferred
prey on the foraging strategies of two carabid cave beetles. Neaphaenops le/lkampfii and Pseudanophthalmus mellerriesii. NeaphaenofJs rellkamplii prefers
the eggs and nymphs of the common cave cricket (llatienoeclis sllhr(,l'ranells)
which are patchy in time but not in space. Cave cricket eggs are laid in sandy
habitats which support few alternate prey. As a result N. te/lkampfii is forced
to switch diet, habitat, and foraging mode in the fall when cricket eggs and
nymphs become rare.
Pseudanophthalmus
menelriesi; preys on collembola that are confined to
habitats with organic matter. These items are patchily distributed but continuously available. In sand or mud habitats collembola are rare and P. mene-
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Iriesii appears to incur higher foraging costs in these habitats than in litter
areas. As a result P. menetriesii shows restricte<.lhabitat preference and tracks
its prey between various organic patches.
LEWIS, Jerry. The invertebrate fauna of Mystery Cave, Perry County,
souri. Missouri Speleology. 14 (4): 1-19. 1974.

Mis-

During the spring of 1972 collecting commenced for the purpose of conducting
a survey of the invertebrate fauna of Mystery Cave. Most collections were
made in the North Upper Passage of this 20 km cave system. At the present,
71 invertebrate species are known from the cave including 7 troglobites: 2
species of collembolans and I species each of planarian, isopod, amphipod,
pseudoscorpion,
dipluran and gastropod. Collection records for several other
species are also given for other caves in the area surrounding Mystery Cave.
The Schiner system has been used for the ecological classification of each
species. Abundance and distribution within the cave has been presented as
well as epigen distribution of nontroglobites.

MARTINI, J. E. J. The Fluorite deposits in the Dolomite Series of the Marico
District, Transvaal, South Africa. Economic Geol. 71: 625-635. 1976.
The upper part of the Precambrian Dolomite series is mineralized with fluorite
and minor lead-zinc. The deposits show similarities to the Mississippi Valley
type but were subsequently metamorphosed in the contact aureole of the Bushveld Igneous Complex. The ore locations are mostly controlled by paleoporosity of the dolomite such as vuggy horizons and paleokarst. On a larger scale
the fluorite district is localized on a paleorelief, including paleocaves, which
acted as an ore trap. Several genetic hypothesis are proposed: the most attractive one is precipitation from solutions which derived fluorine from the Dolomite' Series and/ or Pretoria Series during diagenesis.

MAUCCI, Walter. L'ipotesi dell "erosione inversa" come contributo allo
studio della speleogenesi. Aui del Seminario di Speleo,;enesi Varenna 5-8
(J/lobre 1972. Gro/le d'ilolia: 4: 235-285. 1975.
This is a speleogenetic hypothesis based on research on the karst areas near
Trieste but applicable to other karst terrains. Speleogenesis is an ongoing, not
fossil, phenomenon. The percolating waters of meteoric origin in vadous conditions suffice to explain the generic of caves. Speleogenesis originates underground, not from the surface. The embryonic stage from which most karst
caves evolve is a vertical spindleshaped hollow. But in caves acting as sinkholes
a reverse origin results by the retroversion of the course of the river flowing
into the cave.
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PERRATT, B. B. and E. K. TRATMAN. The hydrology of the Coolagh River
catchment and its caves, Co. Clare, Ireland. Proc. Speleological Soc., 14 (1):
83-105. 1975.
This paper is based on three main ideas. First that the Coolagh River Valley
w'as formed by ice action during the last glaciation. Second that during the
retreat stages of the ice caves were developed and swallet retreat took place.
Third that its form differs from that of the Aille, which was cut in the Clare
Shales, because the Coolagh River Valley was cut largely in the underlying
Carboniferous Limestone and not in the shale.

PETERSON, Gilbert M. Pollen Analysis and the Origin of Cave Sediments
in the Central Kentucky Karst. N.S.S. Bull. 38 (3): 53-58. 1976.
Pollen analyses of cave and surface sediments in and near the Central Kentucky Karst show that pollen spectra from cave sediments do not reflect regional pollen spectra, but, instead, are similar to local pollen spectra from the
points where sediments enter the cave. Pollen spectra from passages draining
the wooded Mammoth Cave Plateau are characterized by high percentages of
arboreal pollen, while spectra from passages subject to river flooding show
low percentages of arboreal pollen. Thus, pollen analysis is a possible means
to distinguish cave sediments from different source areas. Pollen is presently
transported into cave passages for distances of at least one-half mile, although
no pollen is preserved in older cave sediments.

PIERCE, T. G. Observations on the fauna and flora of Ingleborough
Yorkshire, Trans. British Cal'e Res. Assoc .. 2 (3): 107-115. 1975.

Cavern,

The progressive increase in shade and relative humidity across the threshold
of Ingleborough Cavern is reflected in the composition of the flora of this zone.
The fauna of the cave proper enjoys a relatively constant environment in which
food is scarce. The few animal species present are mainly detritus feeders, including the earthworm Allolobophora chlorotica and A. rosa" which are rarely
seen at the soil surface outside caves and which produce casts underground.
Deep with the permanently dark zone these species work at the superficial
layers of sediment deposits, which are covered with their casts in many places.

PIRES-FERREIRA,
Jane WHEELER: Edgardo PIRES-FERREIRA,
KAULICKE. Preceramic animal utilization in the Central Peruvian
Science, 194 (4264): 483-490. 1976.

Peter
Andes.

The analysis of animal bones recovered from preceramic period deposits at
Uchcumachay Cave and other sites in the Puna of Junin has documented the
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development of an economy involving primary carne lid utilization beginning
about 5500 B.C. and culminating with the appearance of domestic forms between 2,500 and 1,750 B.C. A model that can be used to explain this process
in both the Puna of Junin and the Central Andes is presented.

PREMRU, Uros. Geoloska
17: 67-75. 1975.

Zgradba

Julijskih

in Savinjskih

Alp. Nase jame,

A short description is given of the stratigraphy, paleogeography and tectonic
structure of the Julian and Savinja Alps, including their northern extension
into the Karavanke Mountains and their southern extension into the nearby
foothills. The main lithologic members range from Devonian to Holocene.
The main phases of the paleogeographic
development in individual geologic
ages and the recent structure of the Slovenian sections of the Alps are described.
PULPAN,
unchovani

ky

Jan and Eva ZD'ARKOVA.
Vyuziti Dobsinske ledovejeskyne pro
populacf roztoce draveho - CheylelUs erudi/us (Schrank). SiavensKras. 13: 173-179. 1975.

The main prerequisite from the viewpoint of successful biological control of
stored product mites Cheyle/us erudi/us is the availability of a large number
to withstand any calamitous impact. One means of providing an appropriate
supply is the cold-preservation
of these populations. They can survive at temperatures ranging from -1.7° C to +2.4°C with relative humidities of 80-90%
[ro'm five to seven months and still retain their ability to reproduce upon
transfer to favorable conditions. Naturally occuring populations may be used
for preventive or repressive biological control. eliminating the necessity of
mass-rearing these mites in the laboratory. The ice cave of Dobsimi serves as
an excellent experiment area for this purpose due to the constant conditions
necessary and in particular the high relative humidity.

REINBOTH,

F. and F. GOEBEL.

Bemerkungen

zum Excentriesproblem.

Die Hahle, 26 (4): 123-130. 1975.
New observations on these cave excentrics indicates that the aerosol theory of
formation is untenable. The theory of capillary action suffices to explain the
cross section of these excentrics.

ROQUES, Henri. Chimica dei carbonati eo idrogeologia carsica. Alii del Seminaria di Speleof(enesi Varenna. 5-8 a/tobre 1972. GrrJlle d'i/alia 4: 37-71.
Bologna,

1975.
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The karstic phenomenon is considerably influenced by the chemical reactions
taking place in the limestone area. The chemistry of carbonates is therefore
predominant in any chemical study of karst. The karsts waters play also a
fundamental role in the equilibrium of the above reactions. Influence of sulfate, chlorid and magnesium are taken into account as well as that of temperature. Concluding is a discussion of the equilibria in function of these different
parameters.

RUTHERFORD,
John M. and Robert
Caverns. N.S.S. Bull. 38 (3): 41-52. 1976.

H. HANDLEY.

The Greenbrier

The Greenbrier Caverns is the largest-known American cave east of the Central Kentucky Karst. Modern-day exploration of the cave began in the very
late forties, when a small group from Charleston, West Virginia headed by
Bob Handley became interested in "Organ-Hedricks"
Cave. One discovery
followed another in rapid succession. By 1958, the Greenbrier Caverns was
known to have seven interconnected entrances and, with recent reports of over
44 miles of mapped passages and tWQ more entrances, the system is surely
among the 10 largest caves known in the world. The cave has a long history,
dating back to the days of President Jefferson. Two distinctly different types

of saltpeter workings are present in the cave. The more recent and extensive
of the two is of Civil War age, or older. Collection of biological specimens from
the system began in the thirties and a diverse fauna is known today. The cave
is the type locality for four of the 14 troglobitic species known to occur in it.
Bone collections from three different areas of the cave include (extinct) Pleistocene nine-banded
armadillo,
mastodon,
Jefferson's
ground sloth, and
peccary. Geologically, the cave is very complex and the effects on cavern development of a variety of geologic factors can be seen. Joint control, bedding
plane control, tilted and folded strata, numerous faults and thrust planes, and
the contact between the Greenbrier limestone and the underlying Maccrady
shale are among the geologic factors illustrated. The hydrology of the cave is
correspondingly complex and consists of two (or three) parallel drainage lines
developed along a structurally complex syncline.

SCHULTZ,
George A. Miktoniscus halophilus Blake, M. Medcofl (Van
Name) and M. morganensis, n. comb., reconsidered with notes on New World
species of the genus (Crustacea, Isopoda, Trichoniscidae)
Amer. Midi. Nat.
95 (I): 28-44. 1976.
Species of the trichoniscidae genus, Jlikroniscus Kesselyak, from the New
World are reviewed. Two of them, M. halophil"s and M. Medc()(i are redescribed and are the principal species in Eastern United States. M. Medcofi
ranges from West of the Appalachian
Mountains to the Mississippi Valley
and frequently is present in caves. A new name. Jf. i.l1organesis n. comb., is
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proposed for specimens called M. Medcofl from a cave in Morgan
Alabama.
SNOW,

County,

D. W. Oilbirds, cave-living birds of South America. Studies in Spe-

leology, 2 (7-8): 257-264. 1975.
The oil bird, Steatomis caripensis, of the New World tropics is one of the few
species of birds that are absolutely dependent on caves. Discovered by von
Humboldt in 1799, it was studied by anatomists in the 19th century, who demonstrated that it is almost certainly a specialised offshoot of the night jar
stock, but its natural history remained little known for 150 years. In 1953 D.
R. Griffin showed that it uses echolocation for orientation and navigation
within its caves and in 1957-61 a general study was made of its natural history
in Trinidad. Oil birds are nocturnal spending all day and nesting deep inside
caves. They are entirely frugivorous, ranging widely over the forest at night
and plucking fruits from the trees in flight. The fruit is brought back to the
caves, where the outer flesh is digested and the seed regurgitated intact. The
masses of regurgitated seeds accumulate to form deep banks of decaying
matter which supports a rich invertebrate fauna. There is good evidence that
the olfactory sense is used in locating trees with ripe fruit. The tempo of breeding is slow. Young remain in the nest for 3 or 4 months and become extremely
fat. Today the destruction of the forest is the greatest threat to the oilbird's
survival.
SUSTERSIC,
France.
17: 15-27. 1975.

Principi

vodenja jamskega

katastra

JZS. Nase jame,

The first part of this article is devoted to the development of the cave recording
system which has existed since 1689 when the first preserved cave plan was
published. In 1970 a general reorganization was undertaken. The basic intent
is to' assure the identification of all speleological objects and to record all exploration in these sites. The identity mark of a cave is its cadastral number and
this number is systematized according to the Gauss-Kruger coordinates of the
entrances. For this purpose the JZS printed new forms and published instructions for the proper recording of cave information.
In 1975 a catalogue of
5000 known caves in the territory of Slovenia will appear. This catalogue will
contain all the basic data of these caves.

SZYMCZAKOWSKI,
Waclaw. Formes cavernicoles
Jeann. du Venezuela et de rile de Trinidad (Coleoptera:
Venezolana E'pel., 6 (I I): 13-24. 1975.

d'Adelopsis brunneus
Catopidae). 801. Soc.

The author describes four new sub-species of Adelopsis brunneus, three from
Venezuelan caves and another from a cave in Trinidad. He has confirmed that
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each of these caves lodges a different population, resembly Adelopsis Iinoresis
from the Guachara cave. Comparing all these popuhtions
with the A. brunneus type, described fram Colombia by Jeannel in 1936, the author reaches the
conclusion of considering all of them, in conjunction with Adelopsis Iinaresis,
as endemic micro-breeds of each cave and attributes to them sub-species
status. As norma) in coleopterans from the tropical zone, the forms of A.
brunneus are not troglobitic and do not present any morphological adaptation to subterranean life. They are normally pigmented, winged and rnacroophthalmed. It would be of great interest to carry out a statistical analysis of
the morphology of larger samples of the populations in their respective caves
and the eventual epigean populations.

TUTTLE, Merlin D. Population ecology of the gray bat (MYOlis grisescens):
philopatry, timing and patterns of movement, weight loss during migration,
and seasonal adaptive strategies. Univ. Kansas, Mus. Nat. Hisl.• Dec. Pap.
54: 1-38. 1976.
An intensive handling and recovery study of M. grisescens resulted in 19,691
recoveries at 120 locations. Included were many multiple recaptures and
roundtrip recoveries between materning and hibernating caves. Gray bats demonstrated strong loyalty to a summer home range, often including six or
more caves, as well as to their wintering site. Adult females emerged from hibernation first, in early April, followed by yearlings of both sexes and lastly
by adult males. Once at the summer home range, adult females congregated
in one preferred maternity site to rear young, while adult males and yearlings
clustered in smaller groups, usually in caves other than maternity caves. After
the fledging of young, sex and age segregation weakened, and individuals were
more evenly dispersed through the home range. Fall migration took place in
approximately the same order as spring emergence, with adult females leaving
in early September and juveniles remaining behind with the last males to leave,
usually by mid-October.

TUTTLE, Merlin D. Population ecology of the gray bat (Myolis grisescens);
Factors influencing growth and survival of newly volant young. Ecology, 57:
587-595. 1976.
Growth success and survival of newly volant Myotis grisescens were observed
in colonies traveling a variety of distances between the roost cave and foraging
area (0.0-6.6 km). Foraging occured primarily over large rivers and resevoirs.
Quality of the foraging area, climatic conditions, and cave temperatures were
thought to be some of the potential factors influencing growth and survival,
most noticeably when distances traveled were minimal; however, when distance became excessive relative to other variables, it was found to be a highly
significant factor.
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7th International Speleological Congress, Sheffield,
10th-17th September, 1977

by
Gordon T. WARWICK

International speleological congresses have now become established scientific
events of considerable importance, affording speleologists and scientists in
allied fields an opportunity to meet and discuss common and unusual problem.s. The 6th such meeting held in Olomouc in 1973 set a very high standard
which it is hoped at least to try and equal.
The main meetings at Sheffield will be held under one roof in Ranmoor
House, a Hall of Residence belonging to the University of Sheffield. Most of
the delegates will also be housed in the same building and there is overflow
space in an adjoining hall. Also there are hotels in the close vicinity and it is
hoped to arrange a camp at no great distance for the less affluent. It is also to
be hoped that we shall see more of the ordinary caver who is also interested in
certain scientific and technical aspects of his sport. This dual interest is reflected in ihe financial support provided both by the Royal Society of London
and the Sports Council.
It is hoped to pre-publish the papers which should be kept short and suitable
for delivery in 20 minutes or less. In line with this policy a limit of 1200 words
has been put on each paper plus a 100 word summary. The dead-line for receipt of papers was 30th January 1977. Those who returned the first circular
and offered papers should consider their titles to be acceptable and forward
their main paper(s) with their final booking form. The programme will be
organized in 10 main sections dealing with Geology/Mineralogy;
Karst Morphology; Speleogenesis; Hydrogeology, Cave Chemistry/Physics;
Cave Biology, Cave Archaeology/ Palaeontology;
Documentation:
Techniques/ Equipment; Conservation/Tourism.
In addition it is hoped to organize 10 special
seminars on Karst Typology; Speleochronology;
Karst Surface Processes;
Marine Karst; Cave Climates; Cave Development Processes; Applied Hydrogeology; Archaeological Sequences in Caves; Cave Equipment and Techniques; Recreation and Tourism in Karst. Papers should wherever possible be
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designed 'to fit in with this wide range of themes. Many of these topics are designed 'to fit in with special commissions and study groups. There will also be
space and time set aside for meetings of the commissions for business matters.
During the evenings of the main meeting there will be a social programme
including receptions given by the City and University of Sheffield as well as
slide and film shows. Each afternoon there will be excursions to local caves
and also more general tours for wives and delegates who wish to take a day
off!
Before the meeting there will be long excursions in the Yorkshire Dales, the
Mendips and South Wales and afterwards to Yorkshire and to Ireland. A new
departure will be caving camps in the Yorkshire Dales, the Mendips, South
Wales and Fermanagh,
Northern Ireland, both before and after the main
meeting. These will be based upon caving club huts and cavers must bring
their own equipment and lighting.
For those who have not as yet received a copy of any of the circulars, they
should write immediately for the second circular to the following address:

7th International Speleological
c{o B.E.C. Travel Limited,
63, Dunkeld Road,
Eccleshall,
SHEFFIELD,
SI1 9HN,
ENGLAND.

Congress,

5
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